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Professor calls to divest
Faculty will decide on recommendation to MIT
By Andy Fish
Gretchen Kalonji '80, assistant
professor of materials engineerwf.?.
ing, introduced a motion that
-<
- -a calls for MIT's divestment of all
holdings in companies present in
South Africa at Wednesday's facI -·I~
Ir~'p~
~a~d ~~l~·Ci·:uty
meeting.
ccy,¢.
·
FThe faculty discussed the 1985
.~
Report of the President, and
graduate and faculty housing. It
recommended the establishment
of a Master of Science degree in
Urban Studies and Planning.
Kalonji moved that the faculty
recommend MIT divest itself of
stock in companies, present in
South Africa by Mary 1, 1986. It
is immoral to back the South African government, Kalonji said.
Tech photo by Stephen P. Berczuk
Divestment is an 'effective action
Two Catholics gathered outside the Orson Welles
in support of the struggle," she
Theatre yesterday to protest the opening of Hail,
added.
Mary. The Film depicts the virgin Mary as a modern"I would like this institution to
day young woman and Josephr as a taxi driver, and
stand on the side of freedom and
several scenes show Mary in the nude. The
justice,"Kalonji said.
Committee to Oust- Hail Mary from America plans to
uit
would be appropriate for
protest the opening of the film. On Tuesday about 200
us toadoRis as a faculty," said
callers demanded that the theatre cancel the showing.
Wilcard R. Johnson, professor of
political science. cecent polls of

South African blacks show overwhelming support for divestment, Johnson said. The divestment could produce -economic
gains for the Institute, he added.
President Paul E. Gray '54 said
the executive committee of the
MIT Corporation would have to
decide the Institute's course of
action. It is possible, he said, to
oppose the status quo and at the
same time oppose divestment as a

tactic.
Gray noted that some believe
corporations' profit from apartheid while others believe they
have a positive impact. He raised
the issue that many companies
don't operate in South Africa,
but supply to and purchase from
the racist regime.
"When is it appropiate for an
institute to express a position on
(Please turn to page 17)

Panelists discuss
economics of SDI

Bay Katie Schwarz
A panel of three speakers discussed whether Strategic Defense
Initiative (SDI) research will be a
burden or an impetus to the US
economy at a seminar Tuesday.
Debate centered on the effect
of large military expenditures on
America's international trading
position. Leo Steg, former manager of General Electric Co.'s
Space Science Laboratory,
expects SDI to lead to new technology for the- United States to
export. But MIT economist
their expectations about the the standards of academic honesLester Thurow contended that
nature and extent of any collabo- ty. Faculty members should speak
"Star Wars' would have little
ration or assistance from old privately with a student suspected
non-mnilitary
relevance.
materials that they permit or of a violation about what the vioThe
speakers
also disagreed
encourage.
lation is and what the student has over whether SDI represented'a
"Faculty members are en- to say about it before Sin tgie coaged, to make clear to'' the' matter further, -the. guidelines - major divirgsipn of resources
neided- 'elsewhere. Thurow' and
students in their classes, at the state.
Bernard O'Keefe, chair of the exbeginning of each term, their exIf the faculty member decides ecutive committee of Edgerton,
pedations regarding permissible after this meeting that the stuGrier and
academic conduct," the guide- dent acted dishonestly, he may expressed Germeshausen Inc.,
concern about tying up
lines state.
decide to take a direct action or too much of the nation's financial
The second part of the "Draft to refer the case to the OD)SA or and
human resources in the proGuidelines" advises the faculty the Committee on Discipline gram.
Steg, on the other hand,
on how to handle violations of
(Please turn to 'page16)
maintained that SDI "in its origi-

nal form" - the $2 billion research program approved by
Congress -_ would cost only
about one percent of the gross
national product.

O'Keefe and Thurow stressed
the importance of the civilian
economy. They warned that
American industry is succumbing
to Japanese competition, because
the United States concentrates
too much on the military. The
long-term viability of the US as a
superpower depends on our economy," said Thurow.
Steg expects future progress
"What will we have to sell in
the world?" Steg asked, answerin , "high tech." SDI research
wild spur progress in all fields
connectd.'withy it', he said. "You
pick the field, there will be advances." Technology used in SDI
could also benefit the civilian
economy, he added, suggesting
that the decentralized software
network needed for SDI could be
applied to a national power grid.
Steg discounted SDI oppo,nents' claims that the program is
not feasible, emphasizing that
"whenever someone says 'It's impossible,' someone has wiggled
their way out." He compared SDI
with the Apollo program. Both
projects seemed "incredible" at
first, he said, but the technical
problems-of Apollo were solved.
The $2 billion SDI research
program is not unusual in terms
of size- or cost, and its political
and economic aspects should not
(Pleaseturn to page 17)

Academic standards revised

By Sally Vanerian
A joint task force drawn from
the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs (ODSA) and the
Provost's Office recently revised
Institute guidelines on academic
honesty. This move came in, re.
sponse to student confusion over
faculty policy on homework collaboration, according to the pre-.
face to the revised guidelines.
The committee revised a document called "Departmental
Guidelines Relating to Academic
Honesty" to address questions
raised at an Institute Forum on
academic honesty held in February 1984. The revised guidelines,
which have not yet been approved
by the Faculty Policy Committee,
are intended "to bring to the process more clarity [and] more
equity," the preface states.
Students at the forum felt that
their professors often do not ex-;
plain how much they expect or
permit students to work together,
the preface states. "They believe
that some of their classmates
take advantage of the lack of
clarity by working together excessively or by relying heavily on old
solutions," the preface continues.
The first part of the two-part
guidelines discusses this problem.
Tech photo by Sherry K. Lee
It emphasizes that faculty should
Robert J. Silbey, Chairman
"iexplain as precisely

Committee looks at science courses
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of the School of Science
Education Committee.

By Dort Brenner
Dean of Science Gene M.
Brown has formed the School of
Science Education Committee
(SSEC) to evaluate undergraduate science education, according
to committee chairman Robert J.
Silbey, professor of chemistry.
The commiittee's purpose is to
"initiate and respond to proposals bearing on undergraduate
education and to provide . . . information and counsel on departmental views on undergraduate
education," Brown said. He feels
that it is 'important to make sure
a serious look is taken at intervals at courses."
The SSEC began meeting in

October to reexamine the content
of freshman science and math
core courses, Silbey said. The
committee hopes to eventually
think about the science distribution and laboratory requirements
and to consider whether a biology course should become an
Institute requirement, he added.
(Please turn to page.16
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Reagan calls for 'new
realism' in peace talks
By Thomas T. Huang
President Reagan spoke of a
anew realism" for peace before a
joint session of Congress upon
his return from Geneva last
night. Hle and Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev had a few
hours earlier concluded their twoday
summit meeting
in
Switzerland.
Under stiff winds, a helicopter
flew Reagan from Andrews Air
Force Base to the well-fit eastern
front of the Capitol Building,
where a standing-room-only COngressional crowd awaited him.
- Reagan believed that the summit was constructive and enabled
the two sides to gain a better mu-

tual understapding. The two
leaders planned more SovietAmerican meetings in the near
-future. Gorbachev agreed to visit
the United States next year, while
Reagan will make a trip to Moscow in 1987.
Bult Soviet and Ahmerican officials cautioned. that "profound
differences" still separate the two
governments on arms control and
other issues. A reporter for the
NBC News Network put the suammit in perspective: "Reagan had
no dramatic new announcements.
Real progress can only be judged
in the months ahead . . . Nobody
thought that years of dispute
(Please turn to page 17)

Tech photo by Paul Sajda

MIT basketball players scrimmage this week. The first
game of the year will be- held Saturday vs. Yeshiva.
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-Students aid victims
of Colombian volcano
By Katie Schewa
zation of Colombian students-on
Colombian -students at MIT campus, shejadded.
are collecting donations to help
Rainirez did not know of any
victims of the volcano eruption students whose relatives were af.
and mudslide that killed over fected by the mudslide, but he
20,000 and left up to 60,000 said many know "at least one
homeless in their country last person" from Armero. There are
week.
about 17 Colombian students on
The students are accepting campus, mostly graduate stucontributions at a table on the dents, according to Zuffante.
second floor of the Student CenThe Nov. 14 eruption of the
ter this week, and will probably Nevado del Ruiz, one of the
set up a booth in Lobby 10 next most devastating volcanoes in
week, according to Mauricio Ra- history, inundated the town of
mirez G. one of the organizers of Armero in central Colombia with
the relief effort. There is also a mudslides when heat from eruptcollection box at the Lobby 7 ing magma melted part of the
doughnut stand. The MIT Inter- mountain's icecap. The floods
national Students' -Office (ISO) and mudslides buried almost all
will turn over all money collected of Armero and damaged several
to the Red Cross, Ramirez said.
other towns, washing away
Ramirez and other students houses and burying streets under
initiated the relief effort, said mud, stones and ash.
Karen Zuffannte of the ISO. They
Destruction of bridges and
talked to her Monday and ar- roads is hindering the internaranged for a meeting that night,
tional rescue effort.. Meanwhile,
which was attended by ten stu- thousands of people are still fleedents and a staff member.
ing the area around the peak
At the meeting, students de- amid fears of further eruptions.
cided to set up a booth to collect
Geophysicists have accused the
donations. Lobby 10 was already Colombian goverrnment of inacbooked for this week, so they set tion on warigs. that the volcaup their table in the Student no might erupt and of failing to
Center, Zuffante said.
drain excess water behind a natuClub Latino of MIT and the ral dam upstream from Armero,
ISO are supervising the fund exacerbating the disaster. Other
drive because there is no organi- experts claim there was not
enough time to take action.
Colombia is already facing an
economic and political crisis. It
is in the midst of a civil unrest
cent.
"India has.one foot on the and guerrilla attacks, and has an
brake and one foot on the $11 billion foreign debt, a severe
accelerator. How can India move industrial and agricultural recesahead faster?" he asked. His an- sion, and hfigh unemployment.
swer: India must provide incenAid is needed most urgently
tives for more efficient work in for those who lost their homes,
oxder to increase economic Ramirez said'. Most
of the homegrowth.
less were farmers whose crops
J. S. Baijal, special secretary were wiped out, he continued.
to the planning commission of
The MIT fund drive will work
the Indian government, and senior fellow of the Center of Inter- -with similar effortss at Harvard
national Affairs at Harvard Uni- University anld Boston Universiversity, tried to put the economic ty, Rlamirez said. Zuffante said
discussion into context: economic she would contact the Overseas
Development Network Office at
growth will not be so simple.
He said that India will have to Harvard University.
contend with a large increase in
Ramirez and Zuffante were
its population in the 21st century: concerned that response to the
from 750 to 1000 million people. fund drive may not be as great as
The larger labor force will need it would have been last week,
new jobs, he said. The larger when the disaster was most pubpopulation will also affect em- licized. "If we had stared sooner
ployment arnd health conditions. . .. the effectiveness might have
Raj Reddy, professor of com- been a little bit better," Zuffante
puter science and director of the said.
Robotics Institute at CarnegieDonations have been "kind of
Mellon University and chief sci- slow,' Ramirez said. He estimatentist of the World Center for
ed about $150
been collected
Computer Science and Human by Tuesday, thehadfirst
day of the
Resources in Paris, stressed that fund
drive,
at
1:30
pm.
The exIndia must find a way to help its act
amount
will
not
be
known
small communities become selfuntil
the
ISO
opens
the
box
tosufficient.

Tech photo by Mike Feldman

Professor Aron M. Bernstein, chairman of the Faculty Disarmament Study Group,
moderates discussion between Soviet students (at left) and their American counterparts
Tuesday.
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By David P. Hamilton
Professor Peter H. Smith of
the Department of Political Science discussed the reasons for
American involvement in Central
America with nearly twenty students Wednesday in a forum
sponsored by the Political Science
Committee on Central America.
Two media presentations preceded Smith's talk. First was a
film called Witness to War, a
documentary on the experiences
of Dr. Charlie Clements, a Vietnam veteran turned Quaker who
spent a year in El Salvador giving
medical aid to. war refugees.
The slide show Central America: Roots of the Crisi followed
the film, describing the political
and economic troubles facing El
'Salvador, Nicaragua, Guatemala,
Costa Rica and Honduras, the
five Central Amercan republics.
Smith then spoke about the
political situation in Central
America. Many of his comments
were derived from his personal
experience, since he has visited
both El Salvador and Nicaragua
within the past year. He said 'the
attention on events in Central
America is focused on El Salvador and Nicaragua."
In El Salvador, Smith said, the
war between government forces
and rebel guerilIas continues despite the free elections held by
the government. The violence has
moved out of the city into the
countryside, where the army arbitrarily sweeps through territory
on search-and-destroy missions
which often injure or kill civilians, he said.
The right-wing elements in the
country continue to demonstrate
political strength despite the election of the moderate Christian
Democrat Jose Napoleon Duarte,
Smith said. Duarte's cabinet is
filled with conservatives thart-hee
appointed out of political necessity, he continued.
These conservatives plan to
eventually remove Duarte. They
consider him nothing but an "engineer," Smith said. Theyr
have
also been instrumental in blocking negotiations with the rebels,
he added.
The right wing consists mainly
of the comparatively few rich
Salvadoran families that own
most of the land in El Saltador,
according to the slide show.
These families wield enormous
economic'-power in addition to
controffing -the army, the slide
show said.
Smith said that Duarte has
recently come under severe criticism by the right wing for negotiating with the rebels. Duarte
arranged the release of several
key rebels from jail in exchange
for the return of his kidnapped
daughter, Smith said.
In Nicaragua, the main destalizing factor is the continued
usiveness of the United
, Smith said. The recent

£e;d.@c¢.
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$27 million aid package to the
contras is keeping war alive and
"very explicit' in that nation, he
said. In addition, the grain boycott imposed on Nicaragua by
the Reagan administration is exacerbating the extreme poverty of
the region, he said.
The most serious implication is
that "since January of "84 the
United States has been dedicated
to the overthrow of the Sandinis-

ta government," Smith said. The
United States was the first nation
to oppose the Contadora treaty, a
Central American declaration of
mutual assistance and non-intervention in internal affairs, he
continued.
Smith asserted that the Uniited
States could not accept the Contadora agreement because of its
clauses preventing outside rwili(Please htrn to page 17)
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EXp@"s p oRobe Ind-las -future
By Thomas T. Huang
K. Shankar Bajpai, Indianl ambassador to the United States
since March 1984, was one of six
experts to address issues of Indian politics, economics and technology in a symposium sponsored by Sangam, the Association of Indian Students at
MIT. They projected the growth
of India, the world's largest. democracy, into the 21st century.

The ambassador spoke of India's two-sided image: its poverty,
heat, dust, and 'bizarre practices,," on one side, and its art,
beauty, and culture, developed in
the scope of 5000 years, on the
other.
The symposium came under
the auspices of a national festival
of India. The festival, spawned
by an agreement between the late
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
and President Reagan, intends to
bring art, music, drama, film and
crafts to major cultural institutions throughout the United
States.
'While the jury may still be
undecided on the extent of progress made by India since independence, it is undeniable thatsignificant advances. have been
made in various spheres such as
agriculture, education and indusiry,"

according

to a Sangam

pamphlet on the symposium.
"Democracy is still the dominanlt political expression and has
shown remarkable resilience....
Yet the future is fraught with uncertainlty," San~gam stated.
Roderick Macfarquhar, professor of government at Harvard
University and moderator of the
panel discussion, said that the
study of India has been "woefully neglected," and that is why the
festival is a hopeful occasion. He
-hoped the symposium 'and the

India is likely to be one of the
three superpowers in thevnext 50
years. Yet its people also suffer
from poverty malnutrition and
illiteracy.
But Bajpai was dubious about
predicting the future: "As we find
new remedies, so time finds new
mischief"
The major problem India faces
is the immense complexity of its
neighborhood, he said. India has
not developed thorough policies
on its neighboring countries,
which number "seven by land,
four by sea." India must tackle
.the infrastructure of regional cooperation.
India's economic fbuuse
India's progress in economic
regards is undeniable, according
to Subramaniam Swamy, visiting
professor of economics at Harvard University, but the progress
has been accompanied by lack of
efficiency and waste of resources.
The Sangan pamphlet stated that
Swamy is prominent in Indian
politics. He was a member of
parliament 1974-84 and is general
secretary of the Janata Party and
a leader of the Lok Dal..
He said that if India had used
its resources efficiently, its economic growth rate could be 10
percent, not the current 4 perL

L

-

day, he said.

(Please turn to page 16)
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launching pad: ~one, we, could
build on to teach of the real India."

and technological personnel in
the world.
According to projections by
the Stanford Research Institute,

m

a

festival as a whole would~ be Paa

The country is self-sufficient -in
food-grains, almost self-sufficient
in energy, and possesses nuclear
and space technology capabilities, according to the Sangam,
Pamplet.- As a nation, it has the
third largest corps of scientific

I

Tech photo by Kyle Peltonen

Representatives from the Harvard Physicians' Task Force, the Boston Food Bank, the
Rainbow Coalition, and the Coalition for the Homeless spoke Tuesday at the MIT
Hunger Action Group teach-in. Speakers called for greater government action to help
reduce hunger in America, and decried -current trends in high housing costs, the
cutting of federal- social programs, mnd a -lack of concem in the current administration.
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Reagan and Gorbachev conclude summit meeting -President Reagan and Soviet leader NMikhail

AIDS research provokes debate - Controversial new results pointing to Africa as the origin of AIDS
South African violence continues -At least eight blacks were killed as rival tribes clashed. Heavily
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Volcano still Very aCtive - Columbian and foreign scientists are warning that the Nevado del Ruiz
volcano may erupt again and cause another mud flow similar to the one Nov. 14 that killed 22,500 people.
have sparked bitter medical disputes- The Africans vigorously disagree and some criticize the validity of the
results. Manyr agree, however, that discovering its origin is vital to finding a cause and cure for AIDS.

RNS

l~~

Gorbachev concluded a two-day summit meeting yesterday. American and Soviet officials report major
differences on arms control and other issues. The officials negotiated in vain to produce a joint statement
on thle meeting.
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armed police restored the peace.

Protestants attack British official -Angered by an Irish-British treaty reducing British control of
Northern Ireland, a group of Protestants attacked a British Cabinet minster as he tried to enter Belfast
City Hall. The Protestants trapped the minister in City Hall for two hours before police rescued him.

N ation
Economy rises by 4.3 percent -The nation's economy rose at an annual rate of 4.3 percent in the
third quarter. The Reagan administration predicted even stronger growth in the fourth quarter. Economists
were generally pleased, but'some expressed caution about the future.

House approves military changes -The House overwhelminlgly approved a measure to expand the.
powers of the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The Bill places the chairman in the linle of command in
wartime. It also gives the chairman the authority to present budgetary recommendations to the secretary of
defense.I
Yonkers schools segregated, judge rules - A federal judge ruled that city and school officials in
Yonkers, NY, have maintained a segregated school system by deliberately placing low-income housing in
residential areas with large minority-group populations rather than the exclusive east side of tow'n. Lawyers
said the ruling wopuld provide a powerful weapon for plaintiffs to challenge housing patterns and school
segregation in other cities.

Heart attacks more likely in morning -

Protect yourself against an unwanted pregnancy. Choose a contraceptive that's right for

Harvard Medical School researchers have concluded that

heart attacks are more likely to occur in the morning than in the evening. They believe this phenomenon
results from the stress of wakening.

you. Talking with a Preterm counselor who
understands can help you work through this
personal decision. And, you call depend on
Our experienced medical staff*for high-qality

Local
Dukakis proposes new measures against drunk drivers- Massachusetts Governor Michael Du-

kakis suggested a new crackdown onl drunk drivers to remedy the state's ineffective.drunk driving law.
Dukakis called for automatic loss of license for drivers with a blood-alcohol level of . 10 percent or more,
more State Police patrols, and tougher sentences for drunk drivers who have injured others.

gynecological

Top state politicians clash -Massachusetts
Senate President William Bulger arid House Speaker
George Keverian clashed last week over surtax repeal. The brief argument revealed deep differences between the two leaders, which could jeopardize key bills as the end of the session nears.

Call 738-6210.

Skcating rink owners face hard times -Manly skating rinks
owners are having difficulty meeting
increases in liability premiums following record lawsuits against the rink industry. Some of those who
cannot afford the costs are operating without insurance, while others are closing down.

Sports

care.

We answer to a broad range of health
cobncerns affecting women.

Preterm I Gynecology
1842 Beacon Street, Brxookline, MA 02146
I

Celtics win in overtime -She

"THE BEST PICTURE O)F
THE
YE.ARo
Las year it was sThe Killing

Boston Celtics improved their record to 9-2 with a 115-106 victory over

the Utah Jazz. Robert "Chlief ` Parish led the late surge that overcame the Jazz, despite Utah's red-hot
Adrian Dantley.
Mattingly voted MVP -Don Mattingly of the New York Yankees received 23 out of 28 votes first-place
votes to be named the American League's Most Valuable Player. George Brett of the Kansas City Royals
and Rickey Henderson of the Yankees were second and third, respectively.

Fieldls'-this year it's
'ELENI'. Riveding and shatt%.er-Ing.
A movie I will never forget."'

mWedather

-Jeffrey Lyo,

&iakcrviw, INN

'4Tensionjpacked and gripping. John Makovich is

Cooler weather ahead -Highs today near 40 will accompany a 40 percent chance of rain. There is a
chance of showers or snow flurries Saturday.

reovurkable. Kate Nellga

.gives a bravura performance."

Timothy T. Huang
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Guest ColumnlDaniel W. Pugh

Coverage goes but
Iran problems stay

Never restrict research
To the Editor:
A long time ago, Thomas J.
Watson, Chairman of the Board
of IBM said, "There is a world
market for about five computers." The vast majority of people
at MIT are skeptical of such technological pessimism. Today, however, some people are making a
simflar type of statement: "SDI
will never work." Then these
same people use this pessimism
to justify limitations on SDI research. We oppose any limitations on unclassified reasearch at
MIT.
The freedom of the faculty and
students to research new concepts
is and always has been a corner-

stone of academia. If we restrict
SDI research, the next logical
step is to restrict any other controversial research such as artificial
intelligence. Academic censorship
is a hallmark of a totalitarian society. The opportunity to do any
research is one of the many free-

doms we enjoy in our American
society. They are worth defending. Anything that increases the
security of this society while respecting the rights of the individual is fundamentally good.
SDI is pure defense. Its implementation would not supply the
US with a first strike capable
weapon. Its only purpose is to
destroy ICBMs. It cannot be

-1
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used to kill people. The accuracy
of Soviet ICBMs is increasing
and they will soon be able to
threaten the US with a first
strike. Soviet'planning for such
an attack would be complicated
by an even partially effective SDI
- so complicated that they could
not depend on destroying all of
our retaliatory capability.
It is important to stress that
our primary intention in writing
this letter is to dissuade MIT faculty and students from restricting
SDI or any other research. Such
closed-mindedness presents a
danger to US advancement and
competence in all technological
areas. It also may endanger our
security. America was built on the
pioneering spirit and it is imperative that we not lose the edge.
'Matt Kelley '88
Jim Miller G
Barry Berenberg '88

The national press and media
have allotted an enormous
amount of coverage to the problems of South Africa in the last
few months. Race riots and
deaths have carried the headlines
daily. Groups have jumped to
condemn any business which
dares to deal with South Africa.
Apartheid could become another of a string of issues whichdominate the news briefly and
then fade into obscurity. Yet in
most cases the underlying
problems remain essentially unchanged. Iran was one such situation between 1979 and 1981.
After the Iranians released the
American hostages, the press
stopped coverage of the stillvolatile situation in the country.
Even during the early years of
the Carter administration, the
human rights condition in Iran
was poor. Amnesty International
had exposed the terrible conditions for years, including the
atrocities committed by Sovak,
the Iranian secret police. Early in
his term. Carter spent a Christmas in Tehran to encourage a
better human rights record. He
became the first president to try
to deal with the problems. Despite these human rights difficulties, Carter called Iran an "island
of peace" in the Middle East region because there were no wars
going on. That was 1977.
In early 1979, the Ayatollah
Khomeini returned to Iran to
spearhead a religious revolution,
after 15 years of exile in France.
Driven by hatred for Mohammed
Reza Shah Pahlavi, Khomeiniturned his sights'on the Shah's
closest ally, the United States.

The rest is history: militant Moslem students imprisoned American citizens for 444 days while
the world watched helplessly.
When the hostage crisis ended,
so did the coverage. But the revolutionary government is tightening its stranglehold on the
country. During and after the
revolution, those associated with
the Shah's regime were forced to
flee the country or be executed.
Of those who remained, nearly
all were killed. Anyone who opposed the revolutionary government or in any- way associated
with the Shah was suspect.
Among those killed were prime
ministers, legislators, generals
and other army officers,;even soldiers and civil servants.
A massive roll-back of nearly
every significant modernization
or advancement made under the
Shah accompanied the killings.
Most significant of these were the
closing of the universities and the
education system, with only a
few subjects such as medicine or
theology being taught, and the
reversal of women's social standing. These roll-backs effectively
reversed the most important and
widespread of the changes which
had come tot Iran. The revolutionary government destroyed all
vestiges of Western culture.
The war with Iraq continues to
compound problems. Because of
the fierce fighting, all young men
must register for the draft. Full
conscription is the norm. Thousands of these young men are
killed each month.
The war has its greatest effect
on the economy. Iran depends en-

(Please turn to page 9)
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Club Latino membership open
To the Editor:
We would like to make two remarks regarding our membership
policy in case the article by Mary
Condello and Harold Stern
["GSC reviews activity policy,"
Nov. 191 leaves a wrong impression with your readers.
Firstly, the purely technical issue of membership: Club Latino
does NOT limit its membership
to Latin-Americans. Article III
of our constitution and bylaws,
after referring explicitly to LatinAmerican members, states the
following on membership eligibility (Sec. 1, c4): 'Any other person who, by decision of the Club

Latino Central Committee, is
considered to be potentially valuable to the well being of the
organization." Moreover, all
members have equal voting rights
and all members who are full
time MIT students are eligible for
office positions.
Secondly, the more important
practical aspect of discrimination:
Club Latino does NOT discourage
non-Latin-American nationals
from joining our organization. On
the contrary, since one of our.-aims
is to promote 'the exchange of
cultural backgrounds. . .,' we
gladly welcome people of any origin that have an interest in Latin

America and/or Club Latino. In
fact, traditionally we have had
not only American members but
also members from most continents-other than the Americas
(though not that many, to be
honest).
We hope that the name of our
organization does not mislead
your readers or the Graduate
Student Council to think that
Club Latino limits, in print or
practice, membership on the basis of ethnic origin. This may also
be the case of some of-the other
associations referred to in the article above.
Julio Escobar G
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Rape victim would not
make false accusation
To the Editor:
I must take exception to the
opinion expressed in the guest
column by Daniel W. Pugh, ["We
are responsible for. our careless
decisions," Nov.. 151. Pugh asserts an unfortunately common
misunderstanding of rape that I
cannot ignore.
I can say without the slightest
doubt in my mind that any woman who comes forward to the police and levels a rape accusation
against a man has made an extraordinarily courageous decision
to face months or more likely
years of frustration at the police

station, in the county court
house, and among friends. I am
equally sure that very few women
make false accusations, and the
few that do might hardly stand a
chance against the formidable
obstacles encountered in the legal
system. The real public problem
is that many women who are victimized fail to come forward or
fail to follow through, and the
assailant continues to walk free.
I know that Boston Sexual
Assault Unit has ongoing investigations of all kinds of rape: daterape, boyfriend/gilfriend assaults}
rape committed by a stranger,
and attempted rape. I also know
that in their investigations, they
more often than not. come up
empty handed, or with a handful

....Me U.SI
can rest

assured i
is SuPporfing
emen4

a qqve

of evidence and unwilling victims
and witnesses. It is a well-known
fact that most rapists have a bad
habit - the rapist does not rape
once and never again, but repeats
his attacks, often in an identical
manner, over and over. His
chances of being caught are slim;
his chances of being prosecuted
are even slimmer.
All women have the right to
walk where they want, when they
want, and drink when they want.
Reality has taken that right away
from me and many others. It is
easy to say that it is a "careless
decision" to drink on a date or
walk alone in the dark, but a significannt number of rapes occur in
broad daylight, in public places
and homes, and between people
who know each other. The most
enraging fact is that almost exclusively, ibis women who pay for
such 'careless decisions."
As far as I'm concerned, at
this time, it is important for the
legal system to help rape victims
come forward. Rape is rape
whether it occurs on a date or in
an alley, and it is a problem that
no one wants to think about,
much less talk about. If the cur.:
rent trend is toward openness in
rape prosecutions, perhaps more
rapists and attempted rapists will
be caught and punished.
Tish Heffernan G
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of Absolute Divestment. The object of Vafa's letter was to
criticize the way the audience
conducted the discussion period.
In particular, three statements by
members of the audience were
singled out as reflecting our lack
of discipline and discourtesy to
the invited guest.
I will attempt to show that two
of these statements were definitely justified and' to the point. I
will also try to answer the four
questions posed by Vafa concerning the third statement, which he
ic
concept of the ideal employer. apparently considered odious and
Profits were the sole consider- terribly out of place. Finally, I
ation for her ideal businessman. will respond to the concluding
He worked his employees hard statement that some of us are unand demanded absolute loyalty qualified to advocate the deserved
from them. He did not consider rights of the majority of South
their views, and certainly did Africans.
I will start with the second
nothing to improve their working
because this statement
statement
conditions.
summarized my view: "This
Until the government and la- whole discussion about education
bor unions became involved in is just ridiculous." The discussion
worker safety, many American of America educating the black
businesses were operated in ac- South Africans, so that they can
cordance with Rand's ideal. obtain "a comprehensive underGears and' blades were left ex- standing of the nuts and bolts of
posed, and many people got their their (to be) social, political and
fingers and arms caught in them. economic institutions," is indeed
Upton Sinclair's book The Aungke condescending and ridiculous.
illustrated the sickening condi- What gives America after dections that existed in the meat ades of upholding the system that
packing industry at the turn of oppresses black South Africans
the century. While activists were in their own land, the right to
trying to change those condi- imagine that it is capable of
tions, what was Rand doing? Just educating them about their instidenouncing those very people as tutions? O)ne does not need, edualtruist, socialist, and anti- cation to understand that the
business.
only thing that counts now for
black South Africans is the reNo, Mr. Hunter. Altruism does moval of the white South African
not lead to authoritarianism or government by any means possicruelty. Anti-altruism does.
ble. The black South Africans do
John Morrison G
not want your education or your
false and condescending sympaL
---··
thy. They want you to quit upholding the racist regime that is
i
killing their children. The ideathat those poor blacks need to be
educated so that they can learn to
rule themselves is insane. And
coming from someone like Schottand, who thinks that the most
important impact of divestment
is that MIT will lose 5 million
dollars a year, the idea is not only
ridiculous, but infuriating.
This brings me to the next
statement made by someone in
the audience, about which Vafa
was evidently displeased and concerning which he posed several
questions. The statement was,
"Sir, I don't think you really care
about the black South Africans.'
Vafa asked, "Is it fair to develop
judgement about a guest so
quickly with so little informaI'
To this.-I say;, Professor
8iOI?"
To the Editor:
This is a response to the letter
by Behrouz Vafa, that appeared
in the letter ["Ashdown Debate
Ineffective," Nov. 15]. The letter
concerned the Institute colloquiumr on apartheid on Wednesday, Nov. 6, where the topic of
discussion was The Ineffectiveness, Illegality, and Immorality

authoritarianism does not mean
that those ideals 'are bad. The
fault is with the abusers, not the
ideals.
The ethic that characterizes
authoritarianism is not altruism.
It is the acceptance or tolerance
of people being harmed. One can
see this all over the political arena: People neglecting atrocities
committed by Leftist groups or
governments, even while they denounce Rightist atrocities; other
people defending or actually supporting Rightist atrocities - or
denouncing opposition to them.
It is obviously altruistic to oppose harm when one is not a potential victim himself, The antiObjectivist
in
altruism
philosophy necessarily denounces
the opposition to harm, and demands that people disregard and
accept harm. Ayn Rand does not
explicitly say that; she definitely
appeals to the anti-harm instinct
in Atlas Shrugged, when she recounts the disasters caused by the
"altruist" gross incompetence.
But it comes out in the position
she takes on many issues.
It is particularly evident in her
-"C·
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ruelty
to
lead
will
altruism
ant;
is abused to promote cruelty and
To the Editor:
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Question ing is app ropriate

Altruism is not authoritarianism;
I am responding to Mark Hunter's letter ["Deny the mind, deny
life," Nov. II Mr. Hunter should
explain in much more detail exactly how "altruism ... in ethics
leads to statism in politics." He
did not come close to proving
that thesis.
Altruism - concern for others
- was in no way responsible for
the brutal authoritarianism of
Hitler or any other dictator. Hitler's regime demanded absolute
obedience and total conformity,
as well as complete disregard for
other people. His government
tortured and murdered millions
of people -Jews, homosexuals,
Catholics, etc. There was nothing'
altruistic about this; it was downright selfish.
The true altruists were those
few who, despite the risk to their
own lives, helped fugitives to escape from their government.
How did this lead to authoritarianism?
Sure, authoritarian governments use altruist slogans to justify their behavior, in the same
way that they used liberty and
capitalism. The fact that an ideil

II

Ld

Schotland may or may not be
fully informed about the conditions of black South Africans
and the horrors of the system of
apartheid, but he spent practically all of his alloted time discussing the amount of money that
MIT would stand to lose by divestmng.
The impression that most of us
received was that to Professor
Schotland, what mattered was
not that it was wrong to uphold
apartheid, but that it was impractical to do the right thing because
we would stiffer from it. As a
member of the audience suggested, it was like discussing the issue
of slavery from the viewpoint of
how much the slave-owners
would lose from having to pay
wages for the labor of the newlyfreed slaves. From his talk, it
would be only fair to conclude
that Professor Schotland really
did not care about the black
South Africans, but was primarily concerned about the financial
repurcussions that divestment
would cause for those who divested.
Vafa further asked, "Is (the
student who made the statement)
in a position to convey his judgement to the audience anad, worst
of all, to our guest?", and,
"Does this remark stand nicely
with respect to someone who has
accepted this invitation to share
his view of the world with us?'
In response to these questions, I
make a few observations. Mr.
Schotland's views on divestment
coincide with the current MIT officia policy. Mr. Schotland was
invited to speak by the MIT administration. His opinions on
this issue, as is the position held
'by MIT, is odious. Speaking for
the majority of the students at
MIT (I hope), the speaker had every right to express the outrage
and disgust shared by us all, at
the fact that MIT, while claimaing
to be a place where students acquire a respect for truth and justice, is indirectly telling us,
through Professor Schotland,
that what really counts is not that
justice be done, but what we have
to gain or lose from our actions.
On whether the statement
"stands nicely" with respect to
"our guest,' I can only ask Vafa;
would you want us to be polite to
Hitler if he came to discuss the
impracticality of ending the holocaust, just because he was a guest
and had had a hard time at the
airprt?
The last question posed by
VWfa concerning the statement
(Please turn to page 7)
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1h the Editor:
I feel a prosin need to correct
some of the falsehoods and flawed
reasoning in Alan Szarawarskids
guest column ['OSDI is ip~a
and fatallr flawed," Oct. 183.
Szarawarski notes that the
head of SDI, General Abrahamson, "does not say that a 100 percent effective missile defense is
possible;' then he follows by declaring himself that 'an SDI system that is 98 percent effective
will not prevent the destruction
of the United States in a nuclear
war."

The point of SDI is not to
guarantee that no warheads will
hit their targets in-a Soviet first
strike. Rather, the intention is
that a high attrition rate on a Soviet strike would ensure that most
of our retaliatory force would
survive, so the Soviets would realize that attacking the United
States would be suicidal. In
short, the intention is to make
the Russians realize that they
cannot carry out a successful preemptive first strike, and so they
will not attack, nor will they be
in a position to blackmail the
United States.
Szarawarski's next claim is that
"SDI is only effective against
ICBMs, " leaving the United
States 'vulnerable to attack by
submarine-launched missiles and
cruise
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ures, such as building more missiles. This time he assumes only a
75 percent effective defense, so
the Rdssians only need to quadruple their missile force to achieve the same number of hits.
Surprisingly, Szarawarski fails to
make the argument that they
would not need a full four times
the offense since the extra load
on our system may reduce its percent effectiveness. Nevertheless,
75 percent effectiveness is a conservative estimate, so let's analyze
his proposal.
What would it cost the Soviets

missiles."
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MThe Harvard Coop and Polaroid have got a deal for
you. You can get the Polaroid Sun 660 Autofocus instant camera, regularly
89.95, on sale for 79.95 yours, with manufacturer's
rebate of $10, for only 69.95.
Plus, you'll receive a coupon
book worth $5.00 in Polaroid
film coupons. Polaroid SLR
680 and Sun 66( cameras,
600 High Speed and Time
Zero film also qualify for rebates. See our Camera De
partmrernt for details.'
Sale price ends November
20.
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targets. It can be argued that
cruise missiles may hide under
clouds; howevrer, it is unlikely
that they would benefit from
cloud cover for their whole flight.
Szarawarski argues that the Soviets will develop countermcas-

Tuesday
November 26, 1985
Faculty Club Penthouse
5:00 P.M.
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Jesus Christ's Control"
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Friday, Nov. 22, 7:30 p.m.
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refreshments afterwards
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-miles per hour, many times
slowe'r- than ICBMs (10,000
*
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or.

nap up savings with Polaroid's holidary rebbte

Are we to believe

that SDI defends only against
some missiles and not others, and
that therfonre SDI is inappropriate? Such an implication would
be ridiculous; we need different
defenses agist different offenss..
To reject SDI 011 the grounds that
it cannot defend us from all ldnds
of enemy missiles would be as ridiculous as rejecting submarines
on the grounds that they cannot
stop a land invasion.
Having discussed the implication, let us return to the initial
claim, that SDI would leave us
vulnerable to submarinelaunched missiles. Only a fraction of the SDI satellites will be
over the Soviet Union at a time
(SDI satellites will not be in geosynchronous orbit). At any time,
most of the satellites will be over
oceans, watching for launches
from Soviet submarines.
The satellites can shoot down
sub-launched missiles like ICBMs.
While the flight time may be
shorter, our satellites would still
detect the missiles within seconds
and the laser beams travel at the
speed of light, so even while the
flight time is just a few minutes
instead of around half an hour(ICBMs), we should still get
them.
Further, submarines cannot
launch adl their missiles at once,
makting it easier for our defense
since we can shoot them down
one at a time. Alsoi sub-launched
missiles generally travel slower
than ICBMs, making it easier to
track and destroy them.
As for cruise missiles, it is important to note that these travel

PASSION and PURITY

to quadruple their arsenal? Their
current missile force cost about
half a trillion dollars; quadrupling the arsenal would cost approximately S1.S trilhon. Though
we do not know exactly what an
SDI system would cost, reasonable estimates are far lower.
Where does Szarawarski get the
notion that the United States will
spend a trillion dollars on a 75
percent effective system, and the
Soviets could quadruple their arsenal for less?
other countermeasures he sug(Please turn to page 8)
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Remove oppressors, do
not discuss education
(Continued from page 5)

made to Professor Schotland is a
rather puzzling one. He asks,
"What is to be gained by revealing one's judgement?"' What,
may I ask, would you have us do
at a discussion about divestment
and apartheid? Sit back and
make sure do not voice any controversial opinions because there
is nothing to be gained and so as
.ot to offend our honored
guests?
In his concluding statement,
Vafa says that those of us who
are unwilling to seek alternative
measures to divestment, face issues with a narrow mind and
treat our guest as a boxing bag,
are unqualified to advocate the
deserved rights of the majority of
South Africans. Now this is not
just puzzling, this is amazing.
Mr. Vafa has assumed the responsibility of determining who
is qualified to advocate the rights
of South Africans.
On Thursday, November 7 at
the panel discussion of apartheid,
the panelists included, among
others, John Reed, Chaipman of
Citicorp and William Jacobsen
from the US State Department.

Towards the end of the discussion, Themba Vilakazi, the Massachusetts representative of the
African National Congress stood
up to respond to the comments
made by Mr. Reed and Mr. Jacobsen. Mr. Vilakazi accused the
two men of being racist and fascist and, by their actions, accomplices to the murder of thousands
of his people in South Africa.
This view was apparently widely
shared by the audience in Kresge,
because Mr. Vilakazi received a
standing ovation for his comments.
Now, according to Mr. Vafa's
definitions Mr. Vilakazi is unqualified to advocate the deserved
rights of the majority of South
Africans, since he was unwilling
to seek an alternative to divestment, faced the issue-with a narrow mind and treated our guests
like boxing bags.
Who then is qualified? Those
who sit around and have polite,
after-dinner chats about the impracticality of divestment and the
need to educate those poor
blacks so that they can run a
civilized government?
Erastus Njage G

Beerhoven pleased crowds
by passing out mugfuls
To the Editor:
I was reading down the list of
musical offerings in the a"Tech
Performing Arts Series" box
when I came across the following,

his performances-,(hence the popular expression, "'Beerhoven's
Fifth"). This was an extremely
propitious move, as even his
most ponderous works sounded
listing: Pro Arte Chamber Or-. -pleasing, if not -uplifting, to even
chestra Beerhoven' Fifth.
the staunchest of critics, after
Now ordinarily, I consider my seven or eight mugfuls.
knowledge of the great classical
But he wasn't satisfied! Beerrepertoire to be severely limited.
hoven wanted to become the first
But to have missed an entire composer to write a work for a
composer, much less one who
completely pickled string quartet.
wrote at least five symphonies (I Unfortunately, the central comassumed this Beerhoven work to positional years of his career
be a symnphony; and sure enough,
were negated by one long hanglater in the entry the words
over. Eventually, though, Beerho"Symphony No. 5" appeared,
ven did get around to writing
along with a misprint of this-obsuch a work, the popularity of
scure composer's name), is an which is unrivalled among peroversight I consider too be enorformers, if not audiences.
mous. Once again I find myself in
From here, there was nothing
debt to The Tech, this time for left but to write a symphony for
bringing to my attention the smashed choir and pie-eyed orchworks of yet another prolific clas- restra. Beerhoven's Ninth,- the
sical/romantic composer whose
"Ode to Feeling No Pain," is a
life and music nearly got "lost in
monument to distillers and brewthe shuffle" of music history.
eries everywhere, and lives on as
I went straight to the Music Li- perhaps one of the greatest symbrary, of course, and began rephonic works ever to be played in
searching this composer's life his- a Viennese barroom.
tory. Born in 1770, Max von
I plan to attend the Pro Arte
Beerhoven was recognized from Chamber Orchestra's perforthe beginning of his career as a
mance of Beerhoven's Fifth at
potential crowd-pleaser. As a
Sanders Theatre on December 4.
composer in Vienna, he achieved
And I encourage all your readers
great popularity amongst the to do the same. And I
suggest
lower classes by passing out they each bring a six-pack.
steins of various lagers at each of
David Saslav '87
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Time for politeness is gone
To the Editor:
In his reply to my comments
["Execution of South African
poet Moloise is controverial,"
Nov. 11 on his earlier column

trary, Shipman does not seem to South Africans from Bishop
accept the legitimacy of politicalITutu to the leaders of the ANC
violence in situations as extreme that the USA and the rest of the
as that of South Africa today: To so-called "Free World" impose
call the execution of Moloisesanctions against South Africa is
["Globe misleads on South
or that of any other ANC (Afri- not to be understood this way.
Africa death," Oct. 251, Joseph can National Congress) fighter so The demand is that the West stop
Shipman continues to muddle the far - 'just," as Shipman does, giving its support to racist Preissues. Let me restate the two is to say quite clearly that the toria; it is not that the West settle
points of my comments in case armed struggle for the liberation the matter for oppressed majorthey were missed by accident.
of the overwhelming majority of ity of South Africans.
In his column, Shipman wrote:
the South African people is an
Finally, let me answer to Ship"Why are we wasting our energy unjust disturbance of the peace.
man's charge that I have been incondemning the execution of a
Does Shipman really know consistent in not calling "for the
killer?" His words clearly imply what he is saying? For 48 years United States to declare war on
that he discounted the South
after its inception in 1912 the South Africa." What I think the
African poet Benjamin Moloise's ANC pleaded with the various role of the USA and the rest of
denial of the murder of the police- governments in Pretoria; for 48 the West to be I stated in the preman for which he was executed.
years its words went unheeded
vious paragraph. There is no inThinking Shipman may have and the lot of the majority of consistency in this. The struggle
had in mind but simply did not South African people grew worse in South Africa is the struggle of
mention Moloise's earlier so- (while, needless to say, the profits the South African people and
from their enslavement became
called confession to the contrary,
where the majority of South AfI outlined the reasons for accepthigher). They even lost the token ricans stand in this is abundantly
ing Moloise's retraction. Perhaps
representation they once had.
clear. It is high time that the West
Successively, all forms of non- lives up to its ideals and get on
I did so too briefly, for Shipman
mistakes my meaning; after (finally) violent protest were criminalized the right- side of the struggle beand the ANC was finally out- ing waged. This would already be
distinguishing between Moloise's
two statements in his reply he lawed in 1960. Only since then effected by unanimous political
did the ANC fight back and until and economic sanctions, includwrongly imputes to me the sugmost recently only by way of sab- ing, of course, disinvestment; the
gestion that Moloise had issued a
otage. In the meantime other declaration of war would be an
yet further denial of his involvenon-violent
organizaitons sprang additional step requiring addiment in the case altogether.
Of course Moloise did not do up and were equally outlawed, tional arguments I have nowhere
e.g. the Black Consciousness appealed to.
so (nor did I suggest he did); as
Movement in 1976.
-everybody knows he went to his
Readers of The Tech may have
Currently, the United Democratic mystified, as I was for a while,
death a proud fighter for his people.
Front faces a similar threat: One of on what grounds Shipman's
That said, has Shipman saved
the
treason charges against Rev. charged was raised in the first
his complaint? No. Msloise was
Allan
Boesak, a UDF founding place. I now think that it constiexecuted for being a murderer;
member, is that he helped organ- tutes his rejection of my analogy
the evidence for this verdict was
most controversial; thus the pa- ize the black consumer boycott between Nazi-Germany's execuagainst white-owned businesses.
per had not been "irresponsible
tion of a supposed assasin of a
It is against this background that concentration camp warden and
and misleading."
Shipman tells The Tech's readers
The second point of my comPretoria's execution of Benjamin
and
obviously
the
majority
of
Moloise. Two points about this
ments which continues to escape
South Africans that taking up and then I shut up.
Shipman was (and is) that it is
First off, Shipman does not
irresponsible and misleading on arms against Pretoria is unjust.
Shipman believes that those know his history. The United
his part to speak of acts of war in
"in power in South Africa will States did not actively enter the
terms of peace-time killings. As
my comments indicated, I was dismantle apartheid." I don't Atlantic part of WWII until most
know what he thinks apartheid is of continental Europe had been
(and am now) concerned with
in
this case: P. W. Botha has occupied and its remaining Westacts of political violence. Shiprepeatedly
stated that there are ern,Jlly, Britain, was perceived to
man's question as to what I prono
circumstances
under which an be going under; this decision had
pose to do about ' "nonrevoluAfrikaner government would ac- precious little to do with the Nazi
tionary' murderers" (both
cede to the demand for majority policy of exterminating racial and
expressions his) is therefore
rule. Shipman does not seem to political minorities in their native
besides the point.
Despite mutterings to the con- appreciate that the struggle for Germany.
civil rights in South Africa is not
The second point is this. Of
the struggle of a mistreated mi- course there are differences benority: There is no "dismantling
tween Nazi-Germany and South
of apartheid" without majority Africa. The former did not, as
rule!
does the latter, depend economiNevertheless Shipman 'knows cal on the labour power of the
just how to go about the matter; suppressed, for example, and
"We" should engage 'in dialogue thus had greater latitude than the
and negotiation with them." Is he latter has in how to deal with
oblvious to the fact that Botha those whose human rights were
does not listen to what "we' say? and are denied. But I cannot see
Perhaps Shipman thinks "we"' the evil perpetrated by either rehave not been polite enough in gime to be of any substantialdifputting the case to the Afrikaners ference whatsoever.
and that's why Botha gags the inIf Shipman cares to reply
ternational press and threatens again, perhaps he could clarify
economic retaliation against pret- the nature of the relevant differty mild sanctions -on part of the ence in the racist ideology subWest against South Africa.
scribed to and practiced by the
The time for politeness has Nazis and the Boers - a differpassed. Furthermore, Shipman ence which, let's not forget, is
seems to labour under the mis- supposed to justify armed strugconception that the USA (if
gle in the former but not in the
that's who he means by "we")
latter case.
has a constitutive role to play in
Thomas E. Uebel G
South Africa. The demand by
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stop research
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(Continuedfrom page 6)
gests for the Soviets include
cheap decoy warheads, hardening
existing missiles and developing
anti-anti-missile *eapons. Decoys
could be distinguished from real
warheads by tapping them with a
weak laser pulse and observing
the recoil. If the Soviets made
their decoys as heavy as warheads, foiling the tap/recoil
technique, they would have to
displace real warheads in the payload of a missile, since the main
limit on a missile is its weight.
Similarly, hardening existing
missiles, presumably by adding
the shell, would reduce the number of warheads they could carry.
A half-inch protective shell on
the Soviet SS-18, the largest missile in the world, would increase
the weight of the missile by approximately the weight of the
warheads it can now carry. If
Szarawarski chooses to elaborate
on "anti-anti-missile" weapons,
maybe there will be a legitimate
countermeasure to consider.
Szarawarski's biggest technical
bungle is his declaration that
"shooting down warheads is not
much different from shooting
down SDI battle stations." Does
he know anything about missiles
and satellites? One of the major
vulnerabilities of missiles to be
exploited in proposed SDI systems is their lack of armor, required by the weight constraints
on ICBM&s
The shell of the SS-18, for example, is about l/10-inch thick
aluminum. Typical SDI proposals
for hitting these include puncturing the skin with lasers and small
chunks of metal. While the Soviets are working on killer satellites, satellites are much more
defensible than missiles because
orbiting satellites are weightless
and so can be armored as heavily
as necessary. Armoring a missile
would make it much too heavy.
The bulk of this letter addresses flaws in Szarawarski's infeasibility argument; however, what is
most disturbing is the reasoning
that infeasibility is cause to abandon research. Infeasibility means
that research needs to be done;
that's how things become feasible.
In closing, I request of
Szarawarski and others wishing
to discuss the SDI issue that they
learn about their subject before
offering Us uninformed arguments. Much of my information
comes from the book How toMake Nuclear Weapons Obsolete
by.Robert Jastrow and the pamphlet 'SDI: The 'Star Wars' Projec" put out by the George C.
Marshall Institute.
John F. Pitrelli G
Kevin B. Theobald G
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lran atroc Cities still continue
(Continued from page 4)

tirely upon its oil production as
the major support of the economy. This has been true since
1973. The war, however, has decimated the number of oil wells
and refineries. Iraq destroyed the
Kharg Island refinery, one major
oil producer. Because outside investment built most of these factors of production, there is no
way to replace them under the remaining strength of the economy.
The oil production is coming to a
nearly complete halt.
The Iranian people are forced

The national media has not
covered these problems in the last
few years. Amnesty International
has continued to report human
rights violations, but there is a
saturation point after which asother atrocity fails to even make
I-_
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incompetent
To the Editor:
I wish to warn the MIT cormmlnity against moving with Metropolitan Moving and storage,
who are right across the street on
134 Massachusetts Avenue.
Last August I moved with
them, and during this move my
personal computer was lost,
probably stolen. They refused to
do anythng about it, and would
'lot even talk to me or answer my
phone calls. It is likely that theyr
know who stole it, and possible
that it was one of their men.

Because of its proximity, moving with Metropolitan seems convenient to MIT people as it was
to me. Blut watch out, MIT; they
'ire incompetent, dishonest. and
rllde, and may rip you off tool
Isaac Efrat

Professor of Mathematis
(Edto~snoe:Efatwas
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The Environmental
Protection Agency is reducing the amount of lead
allowed in leaded gasoline
by more tahan 90%. General
Motors supports this effort
to reduce lead in the atmosphere. But our customers
need to know how this
action may affect their

Tip: Use only enough
octane to avoid frequent
knocking. An occasional'
a6ping" won't harm the

vehicles.

engine.
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tions such as towing a
heavy trailer or large boat
over a long distance. In a
pinch, you can even, use I
unleaded gas for normal

General Motors is
taking steps to ensure
that its future vehicles canl
operate problem-free with
gasoline containing alco-

driving.

hol.

The new Iower-lead
gasolines should always
be used in:
* 1971-78 trucks over
6,000 Ibs.
* post-1978 trucks over
8,500 Ibs.
The effect of alcohol blends. To meet the
n-ew regulations, oil refiners will turn to other
methods to maintain or
increase octane ratings.
Some will elect to refine
gasoline more intensively.
Others may add octane
enhancers such as ethanol
and methanol (more informally known as grain alcohol and wood alcohol).
General Motors supports the use of such
alternative fuels to lessenl our nation's dependence on imported oil.
For all pre-1971 But to avoid operating
model cars and trucks. and other problems, don't
Use the new lower-lead use gasoline containing
gasolines. These vehicles more than 10 percent
need leaded gas to lubri- ethanol or 5 percent methcate exhaust valves. The anol. And in the case of
lead raises octane ratings methanol, be sure it
and helps to avoid "knock- contains cosolvents (to
ing" and "pinging." The prevent separation of
lead is most important the alcohol from the
I
during
continuous high- gasoline) and corrosion
speed, high-load condi- inhibitors.
__LL
-

State A

USE OF ALCOHOL-GASOLINE BLENDS REQUIRES YOUR CAREFUL SELECTION

In simple terms, continue with the same gasoline you've been using.
You probably won't notice
any difference at your service station. Just be sure
your gasoline meets the
requirements below.
For post- 1974 model
cars and light trucks
(less than 6,000 lbs.).
Continue to use uneaded
gasoline only. The new
lower-lead limits for
leaded gasoline are still
Zoo high: lead in gasoline
will. harm the emissioncontrol system.
For 1971-74 model
cars and light trucks.
Use either unleaded or
the new lower-lead gasoline. These vehicles were
designed to run onL either
one.
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When these savings are gone,
there will be no means of support. Those who cannot support
themselves must resort to the
black market or crime.
Most importantly, the human
rights situation in Iran is the
worst in the world. The ruling regime arrests the people of Iran at
will. Summary executions are
commonplace. Not even religious
tolerance is allowed: believers of
the Ba'hai faith are set afire if
they do not renounce their beliefs.
The leaders of Iran are fanatical religious men and have no
qualification to run the country.
Their only concern is the advancement of their Moslem faith
and the persecution of other sects
of religion, even if that pursuit
destroys the country. The average
Iranian is the victim of the policies of the government, repressed
and helpless to change the situation.
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to work at few jobs, with low pay
even in the face of hyper-inflation. Most have to supplement
their earnings from savings.

Metropoiitan
Ioving Co. is

Dept. T. nox 13 I ·

the eye bMinA
We need to spread our ability
to concentrate beyond single issues to encompass several areas
of the world at a thne. Our concerns must reflect the true problems of the world.

For

now,

you

should
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know the contents of the
fuel going into your gas
tank. That's why we support the requirement that
gas pumps show the alcohol content of the fuel.
Such labels are being
used in some states, but,
they are needed nationlwide.

* To get the efficiency,
driveability and performance we design into
your GM vehicles, be sure
you use the right fuel.
The proper identification
and use of gasoline is
good for both GM customers and GM cars and
trucks.
This advertisement is part of
our continuing effort to give
customers useful information
about their cars and trucks
I
and
the company that builds
them.

Chevrolet * Pontiac
Oldsmobile c Buick
Cadillac * GMC Truck
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No technological fix can
exist against warheads

I

.
.

I

number of warheads that each
side keeps pointed at each other
and given what it will take to
maybe intercept them, wouldn't it
be worth directing at least part of
our energies towards understanding and defusing the motivations
that drive us to maintain and
launch those missiles in the first
place?
Is it any more outlandish to
embark on a Global Defense Initiative to develop a knowledge
base and implementation approach for the reduction of human war making tendency? What
about a project to access and
analyze historical, anthropological, psychological, sociological,
Iliterary, artistic and economistic
Iknowledge bases in order to
achieve a comprehensive understanding of those aspects of
Ihuman existence that lead to the
brutality, hostility, insecurity, fear
and greed that fuel our
warmaking?
Based upon this understanding
research groups would proceed to
ssuggest implementation of politiccal, social, economic and cultural
eenterprises that would begin to
r,reduce the factors that contribute
tto both psyche-social/socio-econornic conditions that allow war
of thousands of incoming war- tito seem an acceptable solution to
heads. All that expense and effort oour problems.
buys is a chance, not a guarantee
(Please turn to page 11)
of zapping missiles.
(Editor'snote.- The Tech received
this letter addressed to President
Paul E. Gray '54.)
To the Editor:
I am writing to suggest a
course of action that would compound the probability for the
success of the proposed strategic
defense initiative. If indeed the
objective of the so-called Star
Wars missile defense system.is to
remove the specter of nuclear
holocaust from our lives, then relying on any single approach to
prevent enemy warheads from
landing on our soil would be
strategically unwise.
It seems that the enormous
amount of human, material and
computing resources this country
is preparing to allocate towards a
"technological fix' for what is essentially a human problem, is
tragically misdirected. Regardless
of their opinions on whether orI
not the proposed SDI strategy is
operationally feasible, all the authorities agree that it will require
an enormous expenditure; forr
computing resources, highly
trained, well-educated personnel
and hardware onl a scale heretofore unheard of -even by the
military. All direc ted towards
monitoring, and destroying tensn

It seems as though as it oftend
seems is the case when we go to
war, that some where along theT
line the point of it all has been
obviated. Is it not the stated
objective of defense forces to
prevent the missiles on 'other
side" from reaching their targets
on "our side.'
At this point given the vast
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as such and printed in
a distinctive format,
are the official opinion
of The Tech. They are
written by the Editorial Board, which consists of the chairman,
editor in chief, managing editor, executive
editor, news editors,
and opinion editors.
Columns and edito-

rial cartoons are written by individuals and
represent the opinion
of the author, not necessarily that of the
newspaper.

Letters to the Editor are welcome. They
should be addressed
to The Tech, PO Box
29,
MIT Branch,
Cambridge
MA
0213j9,
or
.by
interdepartment al
mail to Room W20483. Letters should be
typed and bear the
authors' signatures,
addresses, and phone
numbers. Unsigned
letters will nlot be accepted. The Tech reserves~ the right to edit
or condense letters.
We regret we cannot
publish all of the letters we receive.
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To the Editor:
Stepping out of. Cambridge, be
it for a week a summer, or a
term, one learns a lot about MIT,
and a lot about oneself. I've
stepped out for a term; I'm
studying in Paris. I'm learning a
lot here (none of it too much
scholastic except how to better
communicate in French), and I'm
feeling a whole lot better about
myself.
We at MIT tend to be very ca-

-

rom Paris, France
reer oriented students, thinking
years ahead of our major to what
kind of job weill have, how much
we'll be paid, and whether we'll
make a mark on the world. Happiness- seems to be measured by
success; success measured by job,
status, and financial well being.
'We live sanely. Very sanely.
I'd like to pass something on
to you. Below is a collection of
thoughts, written by Nadine
Stair, an 85-year old woman

is not al that-bad

essarily what I would expect of
an MIT text, and I do know of at
least one chemistry major who
agrees. However, what wasn't
mentioned in the column is that
both of the 5.11 lecturers have
spent much effort to circumvent
its shortcomings. The notes
handed out in class usually cover
the material pretty well, and one
of the instructors has written a
series of three workbooks that, at
least in my experience, have been
highly acclaimed.
I also have to demur on his
evaluation of the problem sets.
They have not, as he implied,

Smoking should only
be% ermittec In private
J

To the Etr:
The Institute Policy on Smoking, announced in the Nov. 6 issue of Tech Talk, is very welcome, long overdue - and I
think, inadequate.
When the announcement appeared, I posted copies of it in
the corridors near my office, with
a caption requesting people not
to smoke in these areas. People
reacted in several different ways;
there was a debate about taping
notices to the walls, which I
hadn't anticipated. But the most
important response is that six Coworkers in my area came to
thank me for rescuing them from
the smoke that they'd suffered in
silence for many months. Other
people who work in other areas
of the building came to ask if I
would put up posters in their
areas also.
The point I am trying to make
is that many people who are offended by tobacco smoke, and
even allergic to it, are also offended by the need to make a
fuss in order to protect their
rights. Many choose suffering
from slow poison as the lesser
evil. After all, it takes a certain
thick-skinned willingness ,to, be
rude to be able to wallk up to a
colleague and tell him that he
stinks.
The effect of the "reasonable
accomodation" rule is that the

·

-ONE~R

Chemistry
To the Editor:
This letter will probably come
aas quite a shock to my friends,
AAdam Kao included. After all,
tlthe nicest thing I've said about
c]chemistry. all year is that only a
lhalf year'of it is mandatory. But
a.after reading Adam's column
1["On Learning Chemistry," Nov.
51, I felt uneasy. I really don't
think that the course is as bad as
t.he made it sound. So, in the interests of fairness, I've decided to
h:
tiplay the Devil's Advocate and de5.11.
rfend
First, there's the matter of the
textbook. I agree that it isn't nec-

- I

matter mu
addressed in precisely those terms, rather than as
a blanket policy. The nonsmoker
is caught up in extremely uncomfortable discussions about exactly
to what extent each smoker in the
building stinks. Perhaps one person smokes only occasionally and
(Pleasre turn
toI- page -II)
I
--

been drawn entirely from the
textbook. Instead, many original
homework problems have been
supplied by the instructors. And
even though a few of the problems may have been trivial or ambiguously stated, most of them
have not been solved by perusing
The Boston Globe or touching up
photocopies of the textbook.
I also question his assessment
of photoelectron spectroscopy as
"a shining example of a realworld application but an abysmal
example of a unifying concept"
that the tutor said was important
"because it will be on the test."
First of all, I'm pretty sure he
quoted our tutor out of context.
Secondly, it is diftcult to see how
"an abysmal and limited experimental technique" can also be a
"shining example of a real-world
application."
Leaving that point of logic
aside, photoelectron spectroscopy
is actually quite useful as a unifying concept. The photoelectron
problems we worked required a
(Please turn to page 1lJ
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from Louisville, KY. This was
given to me by a friend here in
Paris who questions life as much
as I do, and gets as few answers.
It opened my eyes a little bit to
the realities (and illusions) of life,
MIT, and happiness.
'If I had my life to live over,
I'd dare to make more mistakes
next time. I'd relax. I'd limber
up. I would be sillier than I have
this time. I would take fewer
things seriously. I would take
more chances. I would take more
trips. I would climb more mountains, and swim more rivers. I
would eat more ice cream and
less beans. I would perhaps have
more actual troubles, but I'd
have fewer imaginary ones.
You see, I'm one of those people who live sensibly and sanely,
hour after hour, day after day.
Oh1, I've had my moments, and if
I had it to do over again, I'd
have more of them. In fact, I'd
try to heave nothing else. Just moments, one after another, instead
of living so many years ahead of
each day.
I've been one of those persons
who never goes anywhere without
a thermometer, a hot water bottle, a raincoat, anid a parachute.
If I had it to do over again, I
would travel lighter than I havre.
If I had my life to live cover, I
would start barefoot earlier in
the spring, and I would stay -that
way later in the fall. I would go
to more dances. I would ride
more merry-go-rounds. I would
pick more daisies."
Salut, for the moment, fromn
Paris.
Jeremy E. Verba '86
L
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Smok~0ing policy is in
(Continued front
page 10)

It would be unreasonable to
try to predict what the full scope
of these suggestions might bet
Some might range from channeling worldwide financial resources
into an agenda of macro-engineering projects such as th~e
greening of deserts or world wide
ocean current electrical power
stations, as already suggested by
groups such as the Global Infrastructure Fund of the Mitsubishi
Research Institute; to the design
of physical environments for
strategic meetings that would
promote rational non-aggressive
can do it in some private area,
while another smokes so much
that his body, breath, and clothes
stink even when he is not smoking. If you find repeated use of
the word "~stink" here offensive,
you will understand the point I'm
trying to make: that it is not easy
for a nonsmoker to defend himself without embarrassment.
Of course, the situation is evenl
more difficult when the suffering
nonsmoker is a secretary and the
smoker is a professor or a departmnent head. I am not a secretary, but some of the people who
thanked me for rescuing them are
secretaries. (Although I am not a
secretary, I do have the misfortune to be a low-ranking academic working in a building
named after a highly respected
Scientist who wanders through
the building smoking a pipe. He's
twice my age, and I feel rather
awkward about having to teill him
that he stinks. I respect him my'elf, which makes it that much
harder.)
Another very important weakless of the announced policy is
that it makes no effort to protect
the rights of nonsmoldng stun
dents. The policy explicitly addresses "the rights of [MIT's) emPloyees" and would be relatively
adequate in an ordinary office environmnent,

At a university, though, there
is really no such thing as a private office. If a student needs to
confer with an instructor about
some aspect of a course, and the
instructor smokes, the announced
policy proposes three obstacles
for the student. First, it's always
hard for a student to ask a professor for any kind of consideration. The professor is doing you
a favor by seeing you at all, and
he holds the power of the grade
over you. Second, the stated policy offers the student no support
in dealing With the professor if he
does ask. And third, even if the
stuldenlt asks and the professor
stops smoking, it's too late.
Walking into an office in which
someone has just been smoking is
like walking into a room which
has just been tear-gassed. It's not
quite as bad as being there when
the tear gas bomb goes off, but
it's not that pleasant either.
Here is what I think is required
to have a policy that will be fair
to smokers as well as nonsmokers. Mirst, the policy must explicitly address the rights of all members of the MIT community, not
Just employees. Second, the policy must recognize that every area
in which work is don~e is a public
area; the concept of a limited
"work area' in the existing policy
makes sense in an insurance office where each person spends all
day at his -or her own desk, but
'not in an academic setting.
Third, every work area must be a
nonsmoking area by default; it
should take the explicit and
unanimous agreement of all the
people who pass through the area
before smoking can be permitted
there. Fourth, to address the
needs of~smokers, special areas
that are NOT work areas should
be set aside for smoking lounges.
These areas must not be the only
lounges in a building; nonsmokers must be able to eat and talk
with colleagues too. Fifth, to ad-
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The presidents of the major
universities
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dress the REAL needs of smokers, MIT policy should provide
the means and the financial incentive for them to undertake detoxification programs through the
MIT Medical Department.
Here's the bottom line: if an
MIT employee were to urinate on
the floor of a public area, nobody would suggest that the other people who work in that area
be required to bear the burden of
negotiating about it. And yet tobacco smoke is both more offeniive in smell and more of a health
hazard than urine. People who
must smoke should do so in private.
Brian Harvey '69
Lecturer in Media Arts and Sciences

MIT often reminds me of a
lion who uses all of his strength
and ferocity to continue his species. I perceive MIT as an institution whose main purpose is to
produce engineers and scientists
who are the cream of the crop,
regardless of the cost that such
production has on a student's
emotional well-being.
The pass/fail status of freshman year is a prime example of
the tremendous price that students sometimes have to pay to
survive at MITE Pass/fail was first
implemented into the curriculum
when too many freshman chose
suicide over living through an
MIT education. Yet years after
pass/fail was implemented, the
curriculum for an MIT undergraduate degree still has not adjusted to meet - the typical student's needs for emotional
survival.
Instead, freshman year is now
the time for students to adjust to
MIT life. For many, this adjusts
ment means buildin-g an impenetrable shell around oneself in order to survive at one of the
country's top technical schools.
The obvious problem with this
type of adjustment process is that
students often lose touch with the
outside world. There are students
at MIT in their senior year of
college who have not traveled
into Boston more than a couple
of times during their undergraduate career. When personal survival becomes the primary concern of students here for four
years, what happens when the
students journey into the real
world after graduating with onle
of the best degrees in the counl-

try?
Students concerned mainly
with their own grades become
workers concerned primarily with
making money. The students' potential for improving the world
may not be fully developed.
While some students could be deriving a solution to the world's
food problem, they often might
choose instead to work for the
government, engineering a new
nuclear weapon, because the personal benefits of the government
job are greater.

MIT could so easily cultivate
altruism and compassion in its
students instead of selfishness
and frustration. The same
amount of material can certainly
be taught at MIT in four years
without the intense pressure that
is found here now. The benefits
of lightening the pressure are so
extensive that I fail to understand
why MIT continues to harden its
students against reality instead of
allowing them to grow and expand freely.
I am not saying, of course,
that MIT is the worst place a stuldent could choose to pursue a
college education. Support
groups on the MIT campus do a
tremendous job of trying to keep
the students' heads above water.
However, the counterproductiveness that occurs so often at MIT
could so easily be corrected by a
change in the attitude and policy
of the Institute itself. Such a
change could make it possible for
campus support groups to teacha student new swimming strokes
instead of merely keeping his
head above water.
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Chemistry not runincompetentl
(Continued from page 10)
knowledge of the interrelations
between a photon's energy, the
kinetic energy of an electron
ejected from an atom, the orbital
structure of an atom, the primary
ionization energy of a substance
and probably a few things that
I've forgotten. Most importantly,
the problem stimulated quite a
bit of thought and discussion, at
least in our recitation, to try to
explain some of the aspects of
the spectroscopy graph -givenin
the textbook.
Then there is the matter of the
tests. True, the writer of the first
test apparently thought that the
ionization energy of lithium was
auseful physical constant for us
allto know. However, I'm sure
Adam must have noticed that

there wer~e a few questions on the
test dealing with other aspects of
chemistry. Certainly there were
questions on it that required stepby-step chains of reasoning from
fundamental principles and theory. If anything, -most of the
complaints I heard were that the
questions asked on the test were
not sufficiently like the problem
sets to make their solution a rote
process.
That takes care of most of the
questions I wished to address. A
few other points- are worth discussing, but I'll only mention
them here. The statement that
"Realworld applications are all
well and good, but they cannot
be made the central focus of any
rational course' is something I'll
leave up to the engineers to an-

swer. His seeming contradiction
in saying that"Education is supposed to help us think, reason,
deduce" while at the same time
decrying the number of practical
applications we are being asked
to consider is another topic worthy of discussion.
However, for now I'll simply
be content to state that
S.11,
while it certainly hasnlo fewer
problems than any other course
designed to meet the needs of
several hundred incoming fresmen with varying backgrounds in
chemistry, is not a big hodgepodge of incompetence and
disorganization as the prevrious
column implies.
David M. Jones '89
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aook of suspense, butwvbr h seeing
. . .
~.

Gregory Hines plays an American defector and
Isabella Rlosellini a RussianEnglish translator in White Nlights.
months in length. Actually, these periods
of light and dark are modified by a peculiar prolonged twilight. The movie was
filmed in Finland under these odd conditions of stark illumination which parallel
the inescapable omnipresence of the KG8.

The acting is for the most part genuine
and credible. Baryshnikov relives some of
his own nightmares in this role, as he too
defected from the Soviet Union. He delivers the part with unpretentious, honest
emotion. Hines understands oppression
because of his experience in America as an
unsuccessful black performer before his
rise to recognition. Jerzy Skolimowski,
who -plays Colonel Chaiko, left Poland
several years ago and thus has first-hand
experience with KGB. Isabella Rossellini in
her portrayal of Raymond's clinging, fearful yet resentful wife is satisfactory if not
all that demanding of her talent.
If one overlooks the general lack of suspense, the acting is credible and the dancing is spectacular. Furthermore some of
the lines in the screenplay are brilliant: the
audience exploded into laughter frequently
in response to some of the tongue-in-cheek
jokes. All things considered, I recommend
this movie as a worthwhile, entertaining

IsabellasRossellini, Mikhail Baryshinkov, and Jerry Skolimowski in Columbia
Picure' Wite Niqhts,
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The Harvard Coop wants to make your holidays as harmonious as possible, so we're offerirrg

great deals on stereos, walkmans - even the batteries to keep them goirng.
INPanasonic portable AM/FM Stereo Receiver with cassette and turntable.
Comp. Value 229.95
OlSony Walkman AM/FM Stereo Cassette Player (Not shown)
Comp. Value 59.95
WTcshiba AM/FM Personal Radio with headphones (Not shown)
Comp. Value 29.95
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MI ilmmakers andl teir l ers o the unknowvn
Everything Must Change, directed byp to relate to the issue of bearing children,
Michael Majoros,, produced by Jamess but the texture of the fil is enough to
Kaufman. Address Unknown, a compositee keep anyone enchanted: regrettably for

of five films conceived and produced byv only 1 1 short minutes.
V
John Gianvito, the conceiver of the proJohn Gianvito. Featuring directors Cindy
-ject,
received his Bachlelor of Fine Arts deKleine, Karine Hrechd~akian, Jim CamPgree
at
the California Institute of the Arts.
bell, Lulc Courchesne and Johns Gianvito.
Then
he
came to MIT as a graduate stuBoth films were shown on Thursday, Nodent
in
the
Master of Science in Visual
vember 21 in the Wiesner Building Bartos
Studies program. He earned his degree in
theater.
With the increasing costs of 16 and '81 and has been a member of the Film/
35mm film production, the plight of the- rVideo department faculty ever since.
His particular piece, entitled Letter to a
independent filmmaker for self expression
has become increasingly desperate. The Romantic Ideal, is an unusually personal
legwork alone to fund an independent pro- collection of images and sequences which
ject would be enough for a dramatic reveal some of the turmoil present in his
screenplay. Moreover the Hollywoodian life, either now oar in the past.
A fish tank filed with disquieting obformat of the fuli-length feature film has
jects
is symbolic of Gianvito's own psyche
dictated the commercial viability of film
projects, thus dooming the widespread dis- and the tormenting images which dwell in
it: pictures of Vietnam, deathly mannetribution of shorter, artistic efforts.
The format chosen by G~ianvito in Ady- quins, clouds of choking fumes, struggling
dress Unknown mazy well be the only effec- sea-horses. This otherwise soft-spoken intive way for financially impotent film- dividual reveals himself to uls through the
makers to take on the big studios on medium of his art. His torture is perhaps
common ground. In this composite effort more meaningful to those who know himn.
five independent filmmakers were required I hope we can infer that his suffering is
to create a cinematic interpretation of a over, if not from his reserved behaviour on
letter written to an entity of their choice. campus maybe by his reassuring yet tentaAl] five segemnents are in black and white. tive smile at the end of his segment.
Cindy Xleine's (G) opening piece, Letter
Graduate student in the Master of Scito an Unborn Child has an incredibly ence in Visual Studies program, Karine
soothing visual quality and rhythm. The Hrechdakian, directed the 19 minute segaudience can feel free to mentally dance ment, Letter to an Innocent Victim. This
and frolick with the images of C~indy, her is the story of Georges, a close friend of
gorgeous child co-star and an ephemeral Hrechdakcian, who was shot by a snipe
mall which we guess is either Cindy's hus- while driving in Lebanon, The theme is
band or boyfriend.
distressing. I kept thinking of how the ex-,e
Yet such wonderful cinematography perience of seeing a film dealing with the
does nlot interfere with the nostalgic plea death of a close friend of the filmmakcer,
expressed by Kleine; maybe that of a was any differentt from the filmmaker getwoman who will never be a mother. The ting up on stage and verbally recalling thie
women in the audec
id
events. It was in Hrechdakian's use of imII-
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Jepetha, painting by Sir John Millais
showing the tormented warrior with
Storg&, his wife. Jephtha's doomed daughter, Iphis, stands in the background, her
face turned. Her train of virgins tries to
console her.

ephtha
ins
5ical
irama
andel's Jephtha, performed by the Can-

ta Singers conducted by David Moose.

anders Theatre, Nov. 20. Event in The
Xch Performing Arts Series.
If Handel's music is one of the few
laces where inner and outer world meet,
avid Hoose's triumphant production of
phtha transcended the difference beveen worlds, melding them into one.
Jepftha is Handel's most startling
ramatic work. It's story has great psychoogical power; it's music is more gripping
than any Hitchcock movie. The oratorio's
pusical power does not derive from physical brute force: the overwhelming sensual|ism of the romantic composers is entirely
aabsent. The music's drive comes, instead,
'from Handel's arrangement of arias, sub|le instrumentation and evocative colors.
'imple melodies are given penetrating
power; in Jephiha Handel can take us
|without contradiction to simultaneous
I eights of horror and rapture with a restrained harpsicord continue or gentleflute.
Jephtha tells the tale of the warrior who
promises to sacrifice the first person he
sees if he returns from war victorious; he
sees first his daughter. Judges XI is quite

Adam Ant

explicit about what happens next: His
daughter was given two months 'to go up
and down the mountains and bewail my
virginity" before 'she returned unto her
father who did with her according to the
vow which he had vowed."
a scholar and
Rev. Thomas Morellamateur musician - wrote the libretto for
Handel, and in so doing softened the ending: An angel comes and lets Jephtha and
his daughter off the hook. Handel's most
profound music is reserved for the parts of
the libretto which remain true to the original biblical text. The work therefore peaks
dramatically in the middle, it's disturbing
picture of a father faced with bringing on
the death of his daughter almost too
haunting - yet also almost too sublimely
beautiful - to be bore.
Dsavid Hoose's orchestra had a Handelian clarity, but also an enveloping
warmth. Performing legato, its psychic seduction was irresistible; hurling agitated
semiquavers as in the quartet where mother, lover and uncle implore Jephtha to
spare his daughter, the world outside the
theatre was forced out of temporary existence by an audience rooted to their seats
by a musical intensity that left no room in

No mere bug

Adam Ant in concert at the Orpheum in
dom plus his good looks seem to be Ant's
Boston, Nov. 20. The British rock group major appeal. The crowd responded more
Wall of Voodoo opened the show.
to his playful strip-tease done to Pftysical
in the second encore than to any of his voViva Le Roc!! Rock and roll was definitely alive and celebrated at Adam Ant's
cal manuevers. Other songs which were esrecent concert at the Orpheurn. Ant's pecially successful were Viva Le Rock,
magnetic stage presence and his backup
Stand and Deliver, and Goody YWo Shoes.
bands's fervent performance enraptured
The opening band, Wall of Voodoo, althem
sent
most stole the show before Adam even arthe Ant-hyped audience and
into a frenzy
rived. Although the crowd was not very reAlthough the lyrical quality and musical
ceptive to them at first, calling for -adam!
Originality of Antmusic are less than out- Adam!" irn between the first few numbers,
standing, Adam Ant has captured a large
Wall of Voodoo left the stage with the aufollowing with his driving, primitives prodience feeling happy and fired up.
vocative style. His show began with a tenLead singer Andy Prieboy arrests both
minute tease, where the stage lights were
ears and eyes. With his deep, clear, rich
turned out and a recording -,interspersed
voice and tall, almost anorexically thin
with music and an incoherent monologue
black-clad figure, he looks like a giant
- played with the audience's anticipation.
exclamation point onstage. The band was
The tension exploded when Ant leapt-on
often so loud as to drown out Prieboy alshredded
jacket,
black
leather
stage in a
most totally, which was a shame. One
blue jeans, and tall black boots. The wonders from where in his small body
trademark makeup was gone, as were the such a tremendous voice issues,
ribbons and lace. Ant stalked the stage inThe band's music was similarly arrestvitingly, flashing seductive looks at al the ing. Synthesizers, bass, and drums domipretty girls in the audience. His dancing
nated their powerful, entrancing music.
fluctuated between pretentious bump-andDuring a brief period while Prieboy left
grind and snappy, leg-twisting steps puncthe stage, the band showed offits talents in
tuated by kick-leaps.
an eerie, haunting bit which sounded like
Ant, singing in his usual chant-like
demons screeching and the howls of the
style, rarely displayed his vocal talent ex- tortured.
cept in screams and war-whoops. The
Although Wall of Voodoo has had only
band played loudly and will, often obscur- limited success in America, a few of their
t8 the lyrics that Ant was singing with the songs we recognizable: I'm On A MexiCacaphony of drums and the pounding can Radio and Far Side of Crazy, which
bass mine. But it wasn't the lyrics that most Prieboy introduced as a song about John
Of the audience came here to experiences
Hinckley's attempt to impress Jodie Foster
- it was the raw emotion that Ant 'by trying to assassinate President Reagan.
!yay
is s0 falnous for. AU of Arit's songs were
All things considered, the concert
basilly primal screams, outpourings of proved to be a success. For those who
Such generally repressed emotions as sexpreferred strong talent, Wall of Voodoo
al desire and violent tendencies.
provided satisfaction; while for undying
alt gave his fans a place to vent their Adam Ant fans, it was the ultimate nmfrstrations, and encouraged them to Strip mersion in Antmania.
Betty J. McL~ughll
Iay their inhibitions. This sense of free-

the mind for anything else.
blended to perfection.
Of all the singers, Gloria Raymond was
Lisa Wolffs rendition of the angel's aria
most outstanding. Her portrayal of the was a delight.
mother, Storgt, had fathomless- depth.
John Osborn's performance of Zebul,
Complex ornamentation flowed easily and' Jephtha's brother was only adequate, howenigmatically, blending harmoniously with
ever, while Frank Hoffimeister's portrayal
the supporting orchestral line.
of Jephtha disappointing. Hoffmeister's
In her first aria, UIn gentle murmus will voice was flat and lacking in emotional
I mourn," there is a. pause before Ray- power. His singing showed strain several
mond's da capo repeat in which a flute
times: He was clearly not up to the part.
briefly enters: Christopher Krueger's flute
The chorus provides the cement that
entered with disarming underststatement
binds the oratorio together, and the Carnsilent
the
endless
to stop time. Breaking
tata Singers provided the finest choral
moment that followed, Raymond returned
singing Boston has heard this year. Their
with even greater pathos. Her strengths
balance was wonderful, control exacting:
prevailed the evening through.
there wasn't a single inch of slack the evelphis - the unfortunate daughter ning through. The* light shone bright,
was performed by a sweet-voiced Janet
guiding the us through torment and to
Brown. Emphasizing purity and clarity,
final, blissful, redemption.
Walking out into the cool Cambridge
her singqf was utterly compelling. The innocence of "Tune the soft melodious lute"
uight, mind and spirit cleansed, the air felt
was complete; the chirpy welcome-home
fresher, the world seemed sweeter.
the
resigned
Note: For those who missed this
extended to Jephtha poignant,
remarkable performance, a splendid
"Farewell, ye limpid springs and floods'
recording of Jephtha is available on
piercing.
Argo K181K 43. Neville Marriner conJeffrey G9l - in the role of Hamor,
ducts the Academy and Chorus of St.
Iphis' lover - made a perfect complement
martin-in-the-Fieclds.
to. Brown. Their duet - "These labors
Jonathan Richmond
voices
their
saw
past, how happy we,"

Friday, November 22

The Chollararies will perform in 34-101 at
7:30 pm tonight 34-101

The Deutsche Theaterwerkstatt of MIT
starts its performances of Brecht's Leben
des Galilti at 7:30pm tonight, in Kresge
LittleTheatre. Other performances will be
tomorrow at 7:30pm and Sunday at

LSC shows Woody Allen's Purple Rose of
Cairo in 26-100 at 7 and 9:30pm.

2:00pm. They will be in German, but Eng-

lish translations will be provided. A donation of $2 (students S1) is requested.

Other foreign fare tonight in the Mezzanine Lounge of the Student Center, where
the MIT Spanish Drams Workshop will
present a cefe teatro production of Arrabal's El Arquitecto y el Emperador de
AIria. Yes, it's in Spanish, and it starts at
8pm, Donations will be accepted, refreshments served.

Cat People is shown by the Student Center
Committee in Lobdell, llpm. Admission
free.

Sunday, November 24

Nest Movie at LSC today, at 6i:30 and 9
in 26-100.
Michiel

Bos

Beethoven's Misse Solemnis will be perfonned by the Mff Choral Society under
the direction of John Oliver, in the sacred
Heart Church (6th and Otis St., East

Cambridge). 8pm, tickets $7, 53 for MIT/
Wellesley students.
Watbring Uftbht and The Flamango Kdf
at LSC: today, at 7:30pm in 10-250, and 7
and 9:30pm in 26-100, respectively.
The Institute of Contcmporary Art, 955
Boylston St., Boston, shows the film-Sher-

am's iw&, announced as "a meditation
on the possibility of Romantic love in the
South during an era of nuclear weapons
proliferation," in its recently renovated
theatre. Today, tomorrow and Sunday at
7pm, S4.

Saturday, November. 23

Associate professor of music Jobs But-

hick will play piano music of Mozart,
Reger, Beethoven and List in Kresge, at
8:30pm. Admission is free.

is making a special
Dun Jm it
appearance in Boston on December I to
perform in a conwcrt version of Donizettis
Anna Boiena. The concert will begin at
8pm in the Wang Center for the Performing Arts. The Tech Pronnmfn Arts Mkis

is offering tickets normally priced at
S45.50 for only S8, Cahl by the Technology
Community Association, W20-450, or
telephone 3 4885 for information.

Arts On the Tawn
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to past years' course notes: educational or dishonest?

Freshman courses evaluated
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(Continuedfromm page 1)
two schools."
It would be "a good idea, in
The committee will look at the
my view" for the SSEC to in- material taught in freshman core
clude a student member, Silbey courses and then evaluate
said, but the committee has not whether it is presented in the best
yet decided whether it will do so. possible manner, Silbey said.
'i would like to have student in- Committee member Arthur P.
put in a variety of forms, ' as well Mattuck, professor of mathematas faculty input, he added. More ics, described the freshman calcuwidespread student feedback may lus courses during the SSEC's
come from end-of-term freshman first three meetings. The SSEC
subject evaluations and from sen- will hear from the chemistry deiors' retrospective views of their partment next, and the remaining
freshman courses.
committee members will present
The SSEC should come up information about their departwith initial results in the spring,
Silbey said. Three other faculty
committees are currently studying
the humanities requirement, engineering eurricula, and the establishment of an integrative
program in humanities and engineering as part of a review coListings
ordinated by the Office of the
Student activities, administraDean for Undergraduate Education. "We hope that our progress tive offices, academic departwill be good enough so that we ments and other groups
both
can mesh with the other commit- on and off the MIT campus tees," Silbey added. "We want to can list meetings, activities, and
be able to interact with the edu- other announcements in The
cation committees in the other Tech's "Notes" section. Send
items of interest (typed and double spaced) via Institute mail to
"News Notes, The Techa, room
W20-483," or via US mail to
"News Notes, The Tech, PO Box
29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
(Continuedfrom page 2)
MA 02139." Notes run on a
He said that information-based space-available basis only; priortechnology could, by providing ity is given to official Institute anresources of knowledge, improve nouncements and MIT 'student
the local resources to solve prob- activities. The Tech reserves the
lems locally.
right to edit all listings, and
But a member of the audience makes no endorsement of groups
said that, in general, the intro- or activities listed.
duction of technology is disadvantageous to the least politically

India must meet
challenge of
population

:-:ft!

'

3ai

represented

Reddy maintained that computers anid communications could
help India in food and agriculture, health care, education, and
decision making and execution.
For example, researchers might
design an expert system to provide knowledge for a small community.
India has succeeded in maintaining order in its democratic
system, as well as national unity,
said James Manor, visiting professor of government at Harvard
University. His research interests
include the Indian Party System,
South India and Sri Lanka.
He said that poor voters are
becoming aware of their political
situation. They are participating
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Professors adhere to
own academic policies

,

Tech photo by Sidhu Banerjee
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Friday, Nov. 22

The MIT Spanish Drama
Workshop will present a cafe teatro performance of El Arquitecto
y el Emperadorde Asirla, by Fernando Arrabal at 8 pm in the
Student Center. Admission is free
and refreshments will be served.

Saturday, Nov. 23
The Leonard Carmichael Society of Tufts University will be
sponsoring a Swim and Win for
leukemia at the Hamilton Pool in
Cousens Gym, located at Tufts'
Medford Campusi on November
23, 1985. Everyone is welcome to
participate. To register or for
more information, call the Greater Boston Chapter of the Leukemia Society at 482-2289. The Society is located at 31 Saint James
Avenue in Boston.

more assertive.
But he is still seriously concerned about the possibility of
political decay in India - a
problem that occurs when institutions cannot creatively respond to
needs of society. He said the
Saturday, Nov. 23
Indian government must avoid
Overcentralizing its power, and
The Office of the Provost is
instead work on compromise and sponsoring a symposium on SDI
Comodation with locgl ltadeks~. - along with the.Defense and Arms

ments' courses during future
meetings, he added.
Brown chose commnittee members from each department in the
School of Science after consulting with the department heads.
Other committee members
include Robert A. Weinberg,
professor of biology; John B.
Southard, associate professor of
earth and planetary sciences;
Robert L. Jaffe, professor of
physics; and Marsha R. Rosner,
assistant professor of applied
biological sciences.

(Continued from page 1)
(COO), depending on the severity
of the offense. "The sanctions
that can be imposed by the COD
are the most severe," according
to the guidelines.
Possible direct actions by the
faculty member include lowering
the student's grade and sending a
warning letter to the student with
an explanation of the violation
and its consequence. The faculty
member's decision can be reviewed-by the department head if
the student wishes.
Professors have personal policies
Many professors have their
own guidelines on what is and is
not accepted. Professor of
Electrical Engineering Stephen D.
Senturia states in' his "6.002
[Circuits and Electronics] Policy
Statement on Homework Collaboration" that "Discussion of
assignments with other students
. is encouraged," but that
"Every student is expected to
write up his/her papers on his/
her own."
He also states that "copying of
another student's work and representing it as one's own work is a

serious academic offense, and
will be treated as such." Senturia
asks his students to "cite your references," that is, to write down
the names of their collaborators
on their problem sets. His policy
is "lot an attempt to enforce,"
but "an attempt to inform," he
said.
Associate ·Professor of Mathematics Frank Morgan '74 also
enforces a policy of academic

standards. He teaches Differential Equatiops (18.03) on the
honor system.
'Students are relied on to write
up problem sets on their own
(earlier help and cooperation is
fine) and to give and receive no
help on exams. There will be no
proctoring," states the Fall 1985
18.03 Syllabus.
Morgan also asks students to
indicate on their homework
whether they consulted with others. He feels that "honesty is
absolutely essential."
The revised guidelines are di.
rected toward the "very few cases
of serious cheating," said Holly
Heine, head of the Undergrad.
uate Academic Support Office,
Associate Provost S. Jay Keyser
predicted that once faculty
members begin to follow these
guidelines, "95 percent of the
problem will be taken care of.W
Keyser said these guidelines,
however, are "not carved in stone
like the names on the cornices of
the main buildings," and can be
changed if they prove not to be
useful.
Dean for Student Affairs
Shirley Me McBay and Dean of
the Graduate School Franak E.
Perkins '55 formed a task force
to review the guidelines after the
Institute Forum. Individuals from
this committee spoke with faculty
and other departmental committees, and the resulting guidelines
"are a composite of policies and
procedures now being folowed by
many faculty members and departments," states the preface.
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250 from 9:30 am to 5:30 pm.
Provost John M4. Deutch '61 will
chair the morning session, featuring discussions of Anti-Ballistic
Missile issues, SDI systems concepts and critical technologies.
The afternoon session will concentrate upon policy issues and
personal perspectives on SDI.

Tuesday, Nov. 26
Debra Nails, a specialist in philosophy from the University of
the Witwatersranld, Johannesburg, will give a lecture entitled
"Plato's Nathralistic Epistemology: CAn He Havre Mis Cavte and
Heed It Too?" Tuesday, November 26 at 8 pm in the Terrace
Lounge of Boston University's
George Sherman Union, 775
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston.
Ernest Sosa of-Brown University
and Kenneth T. Wilker of Wellesley College will be commentators
for the evening's discussion
chaired by Professor Robert Paul
Wolff of the University olf Massachusetts/Amherst .
Sponsored by the C~enter for
the Philosophy and History of
Science, the lecture is free and
open to the public. For more informationl, contact Katie Platt at

epip~t

bscience.

Tuesday,· Dec. 3
MIT Registrar's Office Official
Notice: Registration Material for
the second term will be available

for all regular students in the lobby of Building 10 on Monday,
December 2 and Tuesday, December 3.

Tuesday, Dec. 3
All students should pick up a
Guide to the Humanities, Arts,
and Social Sciences when they
pick up their Spring 1986 Registration material-in Lobby 10 on
December 2nd and' 3rd. After
those dates, copies of the Guide
may be obtained in 14N-409.

Thursday, Dec. 5
A seminar entitled, "HighDefinition Television," sponsored
by thef'NIIt Communications Forum will be held from 4:00-6:00
PM in the Bartos Theatre, the
Wiesner Building, E15-070, 20
Ames Street. The speakers will be
Robert Hopkins of the National
Association of Broadcasters,
Kerns Powers of RtCA, and Edward Horowitz of Home Box Office. Open to the public.

Monday., Dec. 2!
MIT Registrar's Office Official
Notice: Rtegistration Msterial for
the second term will be available
for all regular students in the lobby of Building 10 on Monday,
December 2 and Tuesday, December 3.

Monday, Dec. 2
All students should pick up a
Guide to the Humanities, Arts,
and Social Sciences when they
pick up their Spring 1986 Registration material in Lobby 10 on
December 2nd and 3rd. After
those dates, copies of the Guide
may be obtained in, 14N-409.

Thursday, Dec. 5
Over 30,000 books published
by The IUT Press and Yale
University Press will be discounted up to 90%o at the Holiday
Book Sale. It wi11 be held in the
Sala de Puerto Rico on the main
floor of the MIT Student Center,
84 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge. Hours will be lOam to
9pm, Thursday, December 5 and
Friday, December 6, and loam to
4pm, Saturday, December 7. The
selection includes titles in art, architecture, philosophy, linguistics, urban studies, economics,
humanities, social sciences, engineering, science,- and computer
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al check, MasterCard, VISA,
travelers checks or cash.

Friday, Dec. I
The MIT Spanish iDrama
Workshop will Present cafRe teatro
performances of El Deelantal
Blanco by Sergio Vodanoviic, Historia de un HeImbn by ()svaldo
Dragfin, and El Anso by Emilio
Carballido at 8 pm in the 'Student
Center. Admission is free,and refreshments will be served.

Friday, Dec

i

6

Over 30,000 books published
by The MIT Press and Yale
University Press will be discounted up to 90%o at the HolidaY
Book Sale. It will be held in the 0
Sala de Puerto Rico on the main
floor of the MIT Student Center,
84 Massachusetts Avenue, Cam.
bridge. Hours will be 10am to
9pm, Thursday, December 5 and
Friday, December 6, and 10am toI
4pm, Saturday, December 7. The
selection includes titles in human-

M
a
m

ities, social sciences, engineering,

science, and computer science.
You can pay with personal check,
Master(ard, VISA, travelers
checks or cash.
i

Saturday, Dec. 7
Over 30,000 books published
by The MIT Press and Yale
University Press will be discounted up to 90%o at the Holidy
Book Sale. It will be held in the
Sala de Puerto Rico on the main
floor of the MIT Student Center,
84 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge. Hours will be 10am to
9pm, Thursday, December 5 and
Friday, December 6, and 10am. to
4pm, Saturday, December 7. The
selection includes titles in humanities, social sc~iences, engineering,
science, and computer science,
You can pay with personal check,
MasterCard, VISA, travelers
checks or cash.
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Costs of faculty
housin
.n .
a

nousing an Issue

(Continuedfrom page 1)
passed a Department of Urban
a political issue?" Gray asked. Studies and Planning motion to
He expressed concern about po- create a new~Master of Science
litical exposure and company ,degree in Urban Studies and
relations.
Planning requiring less study
The motion will be debated than the currently offered Master
and voted on at the Dec. 18 fac- of City Planning professional
ulty meeting.
degree.
The new degree would act as a
GCraduate housing
stepping stone. for foreign stuVernon M. Ingram, professor dents
and
of biochemistry, raised the issue students whould be available to
with one-year residences
of graduate housing. He cited or
those who have lost their
both financial and educational
funding.
benefits of living on campus, such
Faculty housing
as "the interplay between AmeriThe
cost of housing in the Boscan and foreign students." Ingram feared for the safety of stu- ton area is "a matter which can
Tech photo by David M. Watson
dents who "work late at night no longer be disregarded by this
Carl Williams '88 scores a touch against a Tufts fencer. MIT defeated Tufts soundly,
. .. and are fearful of going to institution, " Provost John M.
15-12 for the men and 13-3 for the women.
the
outlying and perhaps not very Deutch '61 said. "If we are going
1 19 1Ir
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
L
savory neighborhoods of Cam- to attract the young faculty, we
- I
must find some way to cope with
bridge and Boston."
Thurowv r industrialisd-ab_
-_atSDI
_
this
problem," he added. ,
The
last constructed house cost
(continuedfrom page 1)
cable to civilian needs because
lerns in which there was an aaver- '$30-35 thousand dollars a bed,"
A faculty member at New York
receive so much attention, Steg the technical issues of spacecraft sary, the questioner
University would not accept a posaid. "I can Gray said. It would cost $60-80
asserted. "My fond wish/is that design are remote from most
predict what man will do . . I'll million to double graduate houssition at MIT because of the lack
the program get the political and non-military engineering. Fur- take
the
of housing, according to Profesman's
ing,
he
countermeasure
continued.
economic obscurity it deserves. thermore, Thurow claimed that
any time over nature," replied
sor Jeremy M. Wolfe.
Janine
Nell
G.
president
of
the
Technically it's very interesting, in military research, "a set of Steg.
MIT's second mortgage proGraduate
Student
Council,
said
but ... I wish it would go back attitudes occur that are very
gram
for faculty was presented
that
25
of
last
year's admitted
Scott Saleska '86 asked Steg
where it should be."
counterproductive for the civilian
by
Treasurer
graduate
Glenn P. Strehle '58
students
indicated on a
why he opposed discussion of the
economy.'
O'Keefe suspects excess spending
and
Assistant
survey
that they would not attend
to the Trealsurer
political and economic aspects of
Audience questions
Such a $2 billion program
A question-and-answer session SDI. "The research is to find out because of the lack of housing or Susan DeFord. Strehle noted that
would be acceptable, said following the panel focused on whether political and economic the high cost of living. Since only the demand for on-campus housing has increased at the underO'Keefe, but a full-blown SDI how likely it is for military tech- debate should happen," Steg an- a third of the students completed
the survey, "we may be losing 75 graduate and graduate level. This
development program would di- nology to have civilian applica- swered.
vert national resources and harm tions. Thurow took advantage of
graduate students this year demand is caulsed by the lack of
About 100 students and faculty
reasonably priced rental units
America's world economic the discussion to contrast the attended
alone,' Nell said.
the discussion, which
Stanford
standing.
University has a new and the scarcity of units at any
American and Japanese econo- was co-sponsored by the MIT
housing
He expressed concern that SDI mies.
plan which allows it to price, he said.
Technology and Culture Seminar,
"Young faculty are seeking a
would grow to include not just
Rich Cowan G challenged Steg the Disarmament Study Group offer housing to half its graduate
students, Nell said. The plan was homes," Strehle said. Housing
research but testing and deploy- to name ten civilian technologies and Computer
Professionals for
costs in Boston have increased 65
funded by a bond issue, gifts,
ment, citing estimates that that originated with the military.
Social Responsibility.
percent over the past two years
and a rent increase, she said.
deployment could cost up to a Steg responded, "You don't need
Tuesday's event was the second
Robert A. Sherwood, associate and are growing faster than anytrillion dollars. 'There's nothing too many... one silicon chip
of a three-part series on SDI
dean for student affairs, said the where else in the country, he said.
wrong with $2 billion for basic will carry you a long way."
sponsored by the Technology and
Faculty incomes also are not
physics. There is, however,
A second questioner objected Culture Seminar. The third part, housing problem could be solved
by
developing the Simplex Pro- matching incomes in the private
something wrong with fiddling to Steg's listing of various wrong
in February, will examine the ject. "I would
with the ABM treaty or talking forecasts of scientific progress,
like to see more sector, -he continued.
initiative's moral and- ethical as- aggressive negotiations,"
MIT's second mortgage plan
about full-scale testing and intended to cast doubt on
he said.
pes- pects, according to Carl Kaysen,
"increases
the price of a-house a
deployment."
New degree
simistic predictions about SDI. head of the Program in Science,
faculty
member
could obtain,"
The "tradeoff" between mili- Steg's list concerned problems
The faculty unanimously
of Technology and Society,who moStrehle said.
tary and commercial investment man against nature, not prob- derated the discussion.
The current plan would
inis eroding the US ability to comcrease
the
purchasing
power
of
a
pete in the world market, and as
faculty
member
earning
$50,0(00
a result "the comparative advanby up to 33 percent, DeFord said.
tage that we had has shifted to
A
new plan would increase that
(Continued
put
0
from
offensive
Regionma
Page 1)
weapons into space.
conflict: The two
the newly industrialized nations,"
power
by 38.5 percent, and addwould
be
resolved in two days.'
Reagan claimed that SDI re- leaders discussed the regional
he concluded.
ing
a
"soft
loan" to the package
In other commentary, Sen. search would only lead to non- conflicts in Afghanristan, NicaraThurow sees economic imbalance
would
increase
it by 53.9 percent,
.Richard G. Lugar, R-Ind., said nuclear defense systems that gua, Ethiopia, Cambodia, and
"Alny society has to have some the summit "significantly
DeFord
added.threaten missiles, not people. He Angola.
optimal mix between consump- advanced the cause of world proposed that the
The
second
mortgage plan de0
Cultural
exchanges:
IUnited States
The
tion and investment," Thurow peace," but Sen. Edward MM.
fers some payments for 15 years,
and the Soviet Union open their two governments will establish
claimed. Defense spending repre- Kennedy, D-Mass., said
keeping payments below 25 perthat laboratories doing research in more cultural exchanges and peosents consumption, he continued, nothing has changed "the fact of SDI to each other's inspection.
cent of the faculty member's inple-to-people contacts, such as
SO that more defense spending the nuclear arms race."
Reagan said if future research youth exchanges, to "break down come, DeFord said.
neans either less public conThe revisions to the plan would
The United States will not "reveals that SDI is possible, we stereotypes, build friendships and
Sumption in other areas or less "pursue cosmetic improvements propose that all nations
include
increasing the size of
together find an alternative to propaganprivate consumption - i.e., or an illusory detente,'
mortgages
to 25 percent of the
replace their strategic ballistic da," the president said.
Reagan
higher taxes.
purchase price or a maximum of
missiles with SDI."
maintained.
But Americans will not be will$50,000, reducing first-year payUnder a "real peace," Reagan
ing to reduce non-military cons said, the United States and
ments to $10 per month, and
the
providing assistance in locating
sumption, he predicted, and the. Soviet Union must understand
esulting federal deficits will that 'quick fixes
surmmer jobs,-Strehle said.
do not solve big
drain money which would be problems." Instead,
the two naotherwise used for making
tions must work to reduce dis(Cantinuedfrom page 2).
the United States must "stamp
America a more productive econ- trust with deeds and not words tary intervention.
Without US out fires" in the region before
Om1y in the future." The Soviet alone.
support, the Contadoxa nations
they become serious 'conflagraUnion, on the other hand. is
The two leaders had devoted are unlikely to sign the treaty, he tions" that might tie up US
more ready to sacrifice civilian five
hours to a private, one-on- said, because most of them cur- troops. "First of all, whenever
Consumption, and hence 4you
one session - what Reagan la- rently face economic and politi- somebody starts using metaphors
can't spend Russia into bankrupt- beled a "fireside summit."
Rea- cal difficulties severe enough to it indicates sloppy thinking on
cY,` he argued.
gan found Gorbachev to be an make them reluctant to face US their part," he said. 'Nobody is
Military research also occupies
"energetic defender" of Soviet disapproval.
giving any concrete details about
too much of the nation's scienti- ideology, as well as an effective
"The question here is really exactly what might be necessary."
fic talent, further hampering the
'Why can't the US stop the fightSecondly, this argument prospeaker and good listener. .
commercial sector, Thurow convides excellent reasons for the
He warned, however, that the ing in Central America?' " Smith
tinued. "Every society has a United States cannot afford to said. There are several reasons United States to accept
Contanumber of the brightest and the
believe that the two different Sor put forward by the administradora, which would make US probest, and if you put them all into
viet and American ideologies will tion, he said, but none of them is tection of the area unnecessary,
defense, then obviously you have
iever change.
sufficient.
he said.
some problems elsewhere in the
The
argument that the United
"The current feeling is that it is
* Arms control: The two
economy29 He pointed out that
leaders called for faster negotia- States is encouraging military our moral right and responsibili
resident Kennedy included a
MIE
tions on a possible 50 percent cut buildup in El Salvador and Hon- ity to exercise power in Central
ve for more education of sciduras
to
protect
America,"
American
Smith
intersaid.
The
chal"ntists as part of the Apollo pro- in appropriate categories of the ests in
the region is inadequate
lenge to the United States, he
nuclear arsenal. Talks will resume
grain, yet President Reagan has
because
US
investment
said, is to voluntarily give up its
in
Central
on the elimination of intermediProposed no such effort.
America
is
marginal,
hegemony in the area and allow
Smith
said.
missiles in Europe. The
SDI research is not likely to ate-range
The
issue
of
geopolitical
Central American nations more
securitwo nations will also combat the
neld technology that is useful for
self-determination.
proliferation of nuclear and ty is also minimal, Smith contin'11-'nlitary industry, he conued. "If we're going to argue
"Our problem is that these
chemical weapons.
'ended, pointing out that "of the
[American]
about
protecting
policies are not pragsea
lanes
and
* SDI: Reagan told Gorbagreat inventions affecting the cichev that SDI is intended to pro- the Panama Canal, we should be matic," Smith said. "Instead,
Vilian ecolom:Y few come out of t
tect all nations from nuclear war. talking about invading Cuba, not they're ideologically based, which
the Military area." He suggested
means they're impossible to deGorbachev protested that SDI Nicaragua," he said.
that SDI work would -be inappli- %
Smith
ridiculed
the
belief
fend logically."
that
would enable the United States to
I
I

Th urow, indusrrlil dlbate S; D

Leaders to meet next year

Smith attacks American
pressure on N icaragua
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management consulting firm working with companies on issues
of strategy, marketing, systems technology, and other areas of
concern to top management.
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The Research Associate position is for a two year period and
preferably for graduates who plan to continue their education at a
top MBA prograrn. Candidates should have outstanding records
of academic achievement and prior exposure to the business
environment.
This position offers an opportunity to gain rneaningful
experience in a demanding business environment. It provides a
solid and well regarded background for graduate business
education and future career growth.
Position locations include: Atlanta, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas,
New York, San Francisco.
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Interested candidates should send resume, undergraduate
transcript and test scores (GMAT preferred) by December 31.
Please include an address and telephone number at which you
can be reached during January. Send to:
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Nancee J. Martin
ALLEN & HAMILTON
101ParkAvenue
New York, NewYork 10178
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W~e are an equaJ opportunits affirmative action employer.
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.T.I.M Beaver
By Keavin Burns

I

Mac
By Mark Day

JVC RX 110 Digital synthesizer
AMIFM receiver wlth 25 wattsictmnnel, 8 station preset, great highrequeney response and wide
5
separation.

"
zgqvo

and more.

warranty.

J69

33 watt per channel
Luxman R-4d
digital, synthesized receiver with
wtdetand duo-ta circuitry, xtreely low noise, and grat soundIng tuner aft combine to make an
excellent value.

-

289
--.-

SONY KV20 Stereo television
monitor with 20" flat square
screen with stereo tuner, stereo
speakers, 3 vWde and audio inputs, wirele remote.
HAtl Video casgette piayer
with 2 recording heads, front
loading design with romt control.
Simplicity and, dependability
29fi9s
Perfect VCR.

anII

I

·- I

Hrmmm Kardo VC0f10W VHS HlFi video recorder with uncompromising sound quality and.
breathtaking video with- 105 channel cable-ready stereo tuner, 4
event/14 day programming,
wireless remote and more
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Hww Katron HD4M0 Corpact
disc player with sound quality that
Is simply superior, 3 beam laser
head for procise tracking, wirelss
remote control for convenience,
horizontal loading, memory, and
more.

~rhrfalbdd WE 2 way loudspeaker
with SM" Inch woofer hand built in
England. Perfect for dorm or
apartment.
----

549.95

1 29.95/pr.

Ls
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Rl~h AD-823 Compact disc player
with horizontal siloe loading
sysfem, index search function,
repeat, digital display. Parfeci gift
95
19
idea!

69969S
Naiad SF-2 This
season wrap. your
stereo system In a
beautltul walnut
vinyl finished cabli
net. It includes a
compartment for
your record albums
and has a glass
door.

& _:Oww
You'% lnd Nantuck1t Sownd son s 1
Piaza
Shore
South
Bm0on;
73B Commonwealth Ave.,
ShopNorthshore
ralintw; Hanover Mail, Hanov
19
Routs
Plaza,
G . Augustines
ping Center,
Suaaa; and at the AlrpOrt Rotary, Hyannis

NIkko ND040 Cassette deck with
noise reduction, soft
Dolby oB
touch controls, fluorescent meters
and high tech finish.

99 95
..

e

From stocking stuffers to complete
homeentertainment systems, Nantuckeet Sound has gift ideas to dazzle your eyes and ears. Let us fill
your holidays with audio and video
entealtanment sysfems for home or
auto, video recorders, tape
recorders, speakers and portable
stereo. This year, end siOent nights
with gifts from Nantucket Sound.

349.0"

IL

~t;-!_

End Silent Nighs
This Christmas.

HiwhJi VT 71 Frnt load video
cassette recorder with wireless
remote control 4 prograrl14 day
timer, special effects and more.

.

-.-

i~Kardon CO-01 Casette
Hwmmt
deck has unprecedented quality
and pertormance featuring Dolby
Be noise redsution, Sendust hoad,
metal tape capablity and ultrawide
band technology.
9lol
a
I

729695

1

. .-

.~

a

229Z9SL

399.05

95

^

-Alpine I3M AMIFM In-dash cassette deck with 12 station preset,
built In power amplifier, 16
wattsichannel, auto reverse and
morel

JVC AXLV-4 Compact disc player
with easy operation, 15 track ran°
dom access with remote, 2 speed
swch forward Independent suspension and many more features.

9

3699-

.·-

9909"

7

Toshbo ClfS 20 Inch flat screen
color television with audlofvideo finputs, 117 channel and random acCBSs tuning and V month limited

--- r·

Mitsublshi RK t24 AMIFM full
featured In-dash stereo casotte
deek with auto stop, fader and
balance controls, compact chwals

JVC XLV200 Conmpact disc player
with superior tracking ability, digital
filter, for better sound and more.
0%~ 0A I

149
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By Jim Bredt -

The- Legend of Fred
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